The traditional dialect atlas—providing lists of isolated words collected from various locations, and/or maps that provide a simplified rendering of reflex distribution-- has a number of shortcomings that inhibit a full understanding of dialectal speech. “Bulgarian Dialectology as a Living Tradition”, an ongoing project resulting from a partnership between Ronelle Alexander (UC Berkeley) and Vladimir Zhobov (Sofia University), aims to address some of the shortcomings in previous dialect atlases by presenting transcriptions of vivid, authentic speech from approximately sixty sites. The shift from a print-based workflow to a general-purpose, open-source platform that provides a structured data model for token, lexeme, and text entry has facilitated additional ways of organizing, analyzing and visualizing the material.

The project data is derived from the “Sofia-Berkeley Archive of Bulgarian Dialectal Speech”, the result of a series of joint field trips starting in 1991. From this archive, audio clips of up to 10 minutes were selected and digitized from sixty sites. Originally, these audio clips were accompanied by a set of Microsoft Word files that included phonetic transcriptions, English translations, grammatical annotation, analysis of salient linguistic features, as well as a discussion of the village and the content of the text.

This traditional approach is optimized for a print-publication workflow, or even for electronic publication whereby text files can be coordinated with streaming audio. Opportunities for using the material in other ways are limited, however. Using Word’s search feature to identify all tokens with a particular set of traits is clumsy; identifying all forms of a lexeme is even more challenging, and neither is at all possible for a scholar who only has a printed copy.

Rather than building a custom database to address these and related issues, or using software specifically designed for linguistic corpora or cultural textual material, the project adopted the open-source platform Drupal, which has a large international developer community. Most commonly used as a content management system for websites, Drupal’s flexible architecture and actively-supported feature “modules” allowed the project to implement data models and taxonomies that capture the important characteristics of this material without having to support and maintain custom code. The value of Drupal skills in both the web development and “alternative academic” spheres has also provided an opportunity to involve students from outside the field of Slavic linguistics in technical support.

This talk will cover both the project goal of capturing the richness of Bulgarian dialects within the context of authentic speech about culturally relevant topics, and the technical approach that has enabled new ways of interacting with that material, without diverting a significant amount of project funding towards custom programming.
Studies in perceptual dialectology indicate that based on their “imagined” maps, listeners are able to match speakers to geographic regions (Preston, 1989; Plichta & Preston, 2005). This process is subjective and is sensitive to listeners’ identity and attitudes (Preston, 2010), of which place of origin is one dimension (Benson, 2003; Bucholtz et. al, 2008). In this study, we manipulate a socially marked phonological variable to investigate how listeners from different parts of Ukraine conceptualize the social space in Ukraine.

Ukraine represents a complex sociolinguistic situation (Bilaniuk, 2005), with a symbolic confrontation between its South-Eastern (‘pro-Russia/n’) and Western (nationalistic, ‘true’ Ukraine/Ukrainian) parts. Russian is widely spoken in Ukraine; however, under the recent policies of Ukrainianization, more people are using Ukrainian, and sometimes transferring over their Russian accent. One example is /o/ reduction to [a] in unstressed positions – ‘akan’e’ (Monaxova, 2001). While this is the phonetic norm in Russian, akan'e is stigmatized as ‘impure’ in literary Ukrainian, which uses ‘okan’e’, a well-rounded [o]. In this study we analyze Ukrainians’ reactions to [a] use vs. [o] use to reveal beliefs about symbolic social divisions in Ukraine. We look in particular at the stereotypical East-West divide, the Dnieper River.

Twelve short texts were recorded by different speakers. Using Praat we resynthesized three versions of each text to contain either unstressed [o], unstressed [a], or intermediate [ə]. After a background questionnaire, 72 participants from Western, Central and Eastern parts listened to one version of each text and matched each speaker with a region of Ukraine.

We predicted the same response pattern from all listeners: okan’e samples would be put westwards and akan’e eastwards. Also, the boundary for the stigmatized variant, akan’e, was expected to be pushed westward by Easterners (the pattern shown in Preston (1989) for the U.S.).

The basic prediction was upheld. Overall, all three listener groups identified [o] samples with the West and [a] samples with the East. However, listeners from the West were more sensitive to the Dnieper River as a boundary: okan’e samples were put almost exclusively West and akan’e samples almost exclusively East of it. Easterners’ responses were more evenly distributed. Two areas that showed a contradictory pattern were Dnipropetrovs’k and Poltava regions, which were labeled as akan’e by Westerners and okan’e by Easterners.

Moreover, Easterners readily associated (nationally) stigmatized variants with their own region. This contrasts with Preston’s (1989) findings in the U.S. In line with third-wave sociolinguistic studies, our results thus emphasize the need to pay attention to locally situated values (e.g. Eckert 1988). What does it mean to be stigmatized on a nationwide vs. local level? Exploration of this question in the context of Ukraine is left for future research.

Ultimately, each listener group has its own vision of Ukraine: more homogeneous for Easterners, more segregated for Westerners. The claim that all Ukrainians believe there to be ‘two Ukraines’ (Riabchuk, 2002) thus turns out to be too simplistic. The data show subtle differences in how different groups conceptualize of social divisions in Ukraine; this is not reflected in the broad stereotypes.
Hutsul Clitics: A New Look at Frequency and Ordering
Erin Coyne, UC Berkeley
ecoyne@berkeley.edu

While the West and South Slavic languages have furnished most of our evidence on Slavic clitic inventory and ordering, occasional reference is also made to the Southwestern Ukrainian dialect group, and particularly the Hutsul dialect, spoken in the previously isolated Carpathian Mountains. Among the archaisms preserved in Hutsul are clitic strings, which at times include a combination of pronominal, reflexive, conditional, and auxiliary clitics. However, very little is currently known about the inventory, frequency, and ordering of clitics in Hutsul as much of the previous research was based on scant available resources (Franks and King 2000) or focused on structures typical of older forms of the dialect (Budzhak-Jones 1996), rather than the changes presumed to be occurring in modern speech.

This paper expands on previous clitic research by taking advantage of the recent upsurge in Hutsul language publications, particularly the recently published Hutsul novel Dido Ivanchik by Petro Shekeryk-Donykiv (2007), which presents an extended text capturing what is thought to be the pinnacle of the old Hutsul dialect.

In addition, I will also examine the recently published memoirs of Hutsul poet Paraska Plytka-Horysvit (2008), as well as a series of newspaper articles published during the last decade in Hutsul dialect, the recent transcripts of Hutsul informants interviewed by T. Yastremska, as well as findings from my own fieldwork in Verkhovyna, Ukraine.

Through these varied, newly-available sources I will track the changes which have occurred in Hutsul clitic use with a focus on a recent process of attrition in both inventory and overall frequency. By examining a range of works spanning approximately 100 years, I will be able to present both a more complete picture of clitics distribution and use in the old dialect, as well as the much less examined contemporary inventory, frequency, and ordering.
This is a pilot study of a larger project on statistical analysis of keywords in political texts in Czech, combined with tools from discourse analysis. The ultimate goal of this project is to provide a maximally objective approach to interpreting political texts across language boundaries.

Our presentation will focus on a limited genre (New Year's Address) in Czech at selected points over a span of 20 years (1970-1990), following changes in keywords and discourse strategies. Although the target texts from the socialist period may appear to repeat the same clichés and empty ritualistic expressions, both our preliminary qualitative and quantitative analysis suggest that the texts are not as homogeneous as they seem; in addition to subtle shifts in the assortment of keywords, the recurrent words and phrases are used in slightly different contexts over time and as a result convey different nuances at different points of history.

Keyword analysis helps characterize a set of texts or a genre by comparing the frequency of words and phrases within the target text against the background of general language use. It is used for analysis of literature (e.g. Scott and Tribble 2006), language and society (Baker 2010), discourse (Duguid 2010, Baker and Ellece 2011), literary style (Čermák and Cvrček 2009, 2010), and language of a specific time period (Čermák, Cvrček and Schmiedtová 2010). Unlike the previous studies, this project investigates the dynamic shifting functions of keywords in context over time, following keywords with various lengths of lifespan and changes in the focus of attention as reflected by the keywords. The quantitative results will be cross-examined by qualitative and quantitative analysis based on models from discourse-cognitive linguistics and morphosyntax (Individuation hierarchy (Timberlake 1975), Transitivity model (Hopper and Thompson 1980), and conceptual blending (Grady et al. 1999, Fauconnier and Turner 2002).
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Another Look at the “ruki” Law in Baltic and Slavic
Bill J. Darden, University of Chicago (ret.)
bdden@uchicago.edu

The differences between the reflexes of the “ruki” law in Lithuanian (the only relevant Baltic language) and Slavic have been used to (unjustifiably) argue against a Balto-Slavic protolanguage. Proto-Slavic must be reconstructed with special phonetics of *s after r, u, k, i. The same is true of Lithuanian, except that it must have had individual differences after k, r, and high vowels. Henning Andersen has argued that this was true of the parent language. The languages differ in how the multiple entities were reduced to two—after they separated.

Differences in morphophonemic behavior are relatable to the fate of the palatovelars. In Slavic k’ > s made x(š) a phoneme and eliminated the phonological motivation for s > x. A “rule reversal” allows for an interpretation of alternating morphemes as underlying x with a regular change of x > s before stops or after non high vowels or non-rhotic dentals and labials. The change kx > x allowed x after low vowels and these were removed from the conditioning environment. In oldest OCS, what remains is a rule whereby x > s after nonvelar obstruents and nasals, or before t.

In proto-Lithuanian, the palatovelar merged with the back variant š, so morphemes with s/š alternations could still be interpreted as underlying s with regular s > š. Changes such as dt > s before t, and d/t > zero before s, and the metathesis of sk, šk > ks, kš before obstruents rendered the rule irregular, and the underlying s was generalized in all productive suffixes.

The phonetic changes in Lithuanian are interesting. The received information is that the change took place after palatovelars and before stops (like Sanskrit, unlike Slavic), and was inconsistent after high vowels. Palatovelars are not a problem. In both languages *k’s yields a single continuant with the reflex of the palatovelar (Lith. š, Slavic s). The behavior before stops may require the separation of velars, r, and high vowels. There are no relevant forms with *sp. I have found examples of z > ž (before d) only after velars (žvaigždė/žvaizdė ‘star’). This also shows that the change after velars remained possible after “velar insertion”. There are good examples of s > š before t after r and k (mir-št-a with –št-present suffix, aukštas ‘high’ from aug-ti ‘grow’). I have not found any examples of s > š before t after high vowels that are not easily accountable from paradigmatic leveling of stems. There are special problems with *sk, because šk can come from any *sk’ in noninitial position. I have not found any examples where šk is provably due to a preceding high vowel. (I have checked the –*st- examples; I still have some etymologies for –šk- to check.)

This opens the possibility of treating Lithuanian as a mixture of two dialectal solutions: one very much like Slavic, except for the merger with the palatovelar, and one where only the back variant after r, k (including the environment before stops) merges with š. The latter variant must have been dominant, with residues of the change after high vowels left in the language.
The purpose of this study was to determine whether the patterns of usage of Russian-written poetry reflect the poets’ psychological states in the same way that the patterns of usage of English-written poetry have been found to reflect their poets’ psychological states. In 2001, psychologists James Pennebaker and Shannon Stirman (P & S) published a study of English-written poetry by eighteen poets, nine of whom committed suicide (Stirman & Pennebaker 2001). P & S found that the linguistic choices of the poet reflected whether or not s/he was suicidal. For example, “suicidal poets used far more first person singular” than non-suicidal poets (p. 520). In his 2011 book, The Secret Life of Pronouns, Pennebaker revealed other linguistic choices that differentiated suicidal poets from non-suicidal poets (e.g. non-suicidal poets use more present tense verb forms and less past tense verb forms than suicidal poets) (Pennebaker 2011). I used the total linguistic predictors of suicide given in Pennebaker’s works as the list of linguistic features analyzed in my study of Russian-written poetry.

In conformity to P & S’s study, my study counted a pair of matched poets as one non-suicidal poet and one suicidal poet. Each non-suicidal poet was “matched as closely as possible for nationality, era, education, and sex with one of the suicidal poets” (2001: p. 519). I found a total of six matched poets (three suicidal and three non-suicidal), giving me three pairs. Poems were selected from three different periods of the poets’ lives and compared accordingly. However, P & S compared the poetry written by the suicidal poets’ during their final year of life to the non-suicidal poets’ works written within one to eight years of the same age. Along with this, I compared the poems written in the last years of the non-suicidal poets’ lives. In this way, I was able to ascertain if the heightened awareness of death for the non-suicidal poets was reflected in their poetic language in a way similar to the looming death of the suicidal poets.

A total of 11 overarching linguistic predictors of suicide were analyzed. Within some of those features a number of sub-features were analyzed (e.g. under an overarching feature called “self-references,” I counted sub-features “first-person singular” separately from “first-person plural”). Each feature and sub-feature were identified, counted, and divided against the total number of words used in the poems of the same period by the same poet. The composite list of percentages describes that poet’s pattern of usage for that time period. Each finding was compared to those of their matched poet for the same time frame. Finally, the overall findings of the suicidal group were compared to the overall findings of the non-suicidal group. Interesting similarities and differences were noted along with potential for further research.
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Actions, Goals, and the “Presuppositional” Use of the Imperfective in Russian

Stephen M. Dickey, University of Kansas
smd@ku.edu

The Russian impf general factual (IGF) has been a thorny subject in Russian aspectology for decades. Though there is a consensus on the existential IGF, there has been considerable disagreement on a related use of the impf past in questions and statements regarding particular actions, which has been termed the “actional” meaning of the impf (Padučeva 1996), or the “presuppositional” factual impf (Grønn 2003), and which focuses on some circumstance of the action, as in ex. (1):

(1)   Devuška, gde vy sapogi pokupali?
   ‘Miss, where did you buy the boots?’ (Israeli 1998: 72)

   According to Padučeva (1996: 49), the “actional” impf “focuses attention not on the result, but the process [of the action] itself.” Glovinskaja (1981: 183) suggests that in such questions the event is part of the theme, as opposed to the element being asked about. Similarly, Grønn (2003) argues that the impf is appropriate because the event is a presupposition in such utterances.

This paper argues that none of these factors is directly relevant to the occurrence of the “actional” or “presuppositional” impf. Rather, the mechanism at work involves knowledge about the original goal/intent of the action. In such questions about the circumstances of some action, there are two possibilities concerning its original goal/intent: in the first case the speaker asks about the action accepting, according to his/her understanding, the terms of its original goal/intent, or asks about that goal/intent; in the second case the speaker asks about the action and (1) implicitly denies that the original goal/intent was realized, or (2) ignores the original goal/intent and asks with some purpose of his/her own.

Consider the following examples:

(2)a. Kakie u nas neudobnye mesta! Kto pokupali ix? (Forsyth 1970: 84)
   ‘What uncomfortable seats we’ve got! Who bought them?’

b. Kakie u nas xorošie mesta! Kto kupil/*pokupali bilety?
   ‘What good seats we’ve got! Who bought them?’

(3)— Gde ty kupilap takuju krasivuju štuku? — sprosila Kama, vse ešče vertja v rukax raskrytyj zont. (Iskander, Sandro iz Čegema; RNC)
   ‘“Where did you buy such a pretty thing?” asked Kama, still twirling the open umbrella in her hands.’

In (2a), the speaker’s view that the action failed to realize the assumed original goal of the action (comfortable seats), triggers the impf; in contrast, the question in (2b) is pf since the speaker accepts that the original goal has been realized. In (3), the speaker asks about the purchase as she admires the particular item purchased, thus acting on her assumption that the agent wanted to buy a nice umbrella. In contrast, in (1) above the speaker is not interested in the agent’s goal for buying the boots, but wants to go and buy boots for herself.
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Synonyms are usually defined as words coinciding in their core meanings. The number of common semantic features should prevail over the number of distinctive features (cf. Apresjan 2009: 539). In this research tradition, synonyms proper are defined as lexical units revealing peripheral, insignificant distinctive features. Otherwise we are dealing with near-synonyms. One task of lexical semantics is to identify and describe semantic features that distinguish between synonymic words. Conventional dictionaries are rarely capable of fulfilling this task. Exceptions are special dictionaries of synonyms such as NOSS (2004) based on a solid semantic theory. All methods of synonymy research are based on the analysis of relevant contexts, although each method focuses on specific aspects of the contextual behavior of synonyms.

Within the semantic theory developed by Apresjan (1995, 2000, 2009), contexts profiling semantic differences between synonyms play the central role. If a lexical unit cannot be replaced by its (near-)synonym in a given context it proves that the synonyms are not identical semantically. This approach makes it possible to single out all relevant distinctive semantic features of every lexeme in question by analyzing diagnostic contexts.

The basic idea of Fillmore’s theory of frame semantics (1982, 1985) is that the meaning of a single word cannot be understood without access both to the essential knowledge that relates to the word and its combinatorial properties. In order to describe a word’s semantics and to distinguish between (near-)synonyms, one has to study the range of its semantic and syntactic valences, i.e. its combinatorial profile. This enables us to fill the slots of corresponding frames, i.e. to postulate all obligatory and facultative participants in the situation pointed to by the lexeme in question.

The third method can be labeled the constructional approach. It has been developed since large text corpora became available. Its basic assumption is that (near-)synonyms are sensitive to specific constructions. The method is based on corpus evidence (cf. Janda & Solovyev 2009, Divjak 2010, Divjak & Gries 2008). Examples are the words революция ‘revolution’ and переворот ‘coup’. Both words are sensitive to constructions [во имя N] ‘for the sake of N’ and [на благо N] ‘for the benefit of N’. In the Russian National Corpus the construction во имя революции ‘for the sake of revolution’ occurs 35 times, and на благо революции ‘for the benefit of revolution’ 2 times, whereas there are no hits for на благо переворота ‘for the benefit of coup’, and only one hit for во имя переворота ‘for the sake of coup’ dated 1880, i.e. a context that obviously does not conform to the present-day usage norms. The difference in constructional embedding can be explained by the fact that революция is directed towards noble long-term objectives, which is not the case with переворот.

In our talk we will develop this approach to lexical synonymy by analyzing the constructional behavior of the words восстание ‘uprising’, бунт ‘riot’ and мятеж ‘mutiny’.
Laterals and Diphthongs in Slavic, Albanian, Turkish, and Aromanian: Convergence and Contact

Andrew Dombrowski, University of Chicago (ret.)
adombrow@uchicago.edu

Phonology has traditionally played a minimal role in what Joseph (2007: 6) terms “broad” - as compared to “localistic – approaches to the study of Balkan linguistics, due to the absence of solid phonological innovations that characterize the entire scope of the Balkan Sprachbund (although see Sawicka 1998 for a division of the Balkans into three phonological zones). Nonetheless, phonology has played a crucial role in localistic studies of the Balkan Sprachbund, precisely because contact-induced phonological features do not tend to spread across a broad geographical range. As a result, it is often possible to evaluate the linguistic and social dynamics resulting in small-scale contact situations in greater detail than is possible with regard to morphosyntactic features characteristic of the entire Balkan Sprachbund, which in turns enables a more nuanced analysis of the mechanisms of language contact involved in a given case study. In this paper, I analyze convergent developments in laterals and diphthongs between Slavic, Albanian, Turkish, and Aromanian, and show that in these cases, surface similarities in phonological systems have evolved through the pathway of structurally distinct sound changes.

The first case study involves diphthongs in Macedonian, Aromanian, and Albanian. Multiple sound changes, some contact-induced and some independently motivated (Dombrowski 2012), have resulted in similar patterns of hiatus resolution and diphthongization in the dialects of these three languages spoken in western Macedonia.

The second case study discussed here deals with laterals. Slavic dialects spoken in close contact with Albanian develop systems of laterals that are more similar to the Albanian system than to other varieties of Slavic. Peripheral dialects of Montenegrin and Serbian display a tendency to adjust the distribution of laterals by fronting */l/ to [l] before front vowels, backing */l/ to /l/ elsewhere, and adjusting /ʎ/ to [ʎ] . The result is a phonemic distinction between /l/ and /ʎ/, which is precisely the phonemic distinction between laterals attested in neighboring Albanian. Analogous developments have also taken place in Serbian dialects spoken in southern Kosovo, such as the urban dialects of Gjakova and Prizren, and the rural dialects of Gora and Sretečka Župa (Remetić 1996: 411-414, see also Vidoeski 1998: 340). Analogous examples from Prizren include poljubim 'I kiss' < poljubim (ʎ/ > [ʎ]), ljek 'medicine' < lek (/l/ > [ʎ] / _Vfront), and bet-a 'white-FEM' < bela (/l/ > [l] elsewhere) (Remetić 1996: 413). Turning to Macedonian, whereas western central dialects of Macedonian show a tendency to merge /l/ (< ʎ) with /ʎ/ (< l), peripheral dialects spoken closer to Albanian are more conservative, thereby preserving a system more like that found in Albanian. In these dialects, /l/ was velarized like elsewhere in western Macedonian, but /ʎ/ was shifted to an alveolar /l/. The result is an opposition between /l/ and /ʎ/ structurally identical to that in Albanian. I also draw upon orthographic evidence in the Turkish text of Gjorgji Pulevski's 1875 Dictionary of Three Languages to argue that a similar change took place in at least some varieties of Balkan Turkish.
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What Do We Call the Children?
Familial Terms in Polish and English: A Corpus-Based Study
Katarzyna Dziwirek, University of Washington
dziwirek@uw.edu

This paper addresses cross-cultural differences in the use of familial forms of address, that is, kinship terms (mother, father), kinship diminutives or hypocoristic forms (mom, daddy), nicknames, first names and their diminutives, and terms of endearment (sweetie). I argue that the differences in the use of familial forms of address between English and Slavic stem from their different cultural values. The data discussed in the paper comes from the Polish National Corpus (NKJP), British National Corpus (BNC), the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA), as well as from a web questionnaire.

In particular, I focus on child-directed familial terms and the major contrast between English and Slavic in this regard: English speakers typically do not address their children as son or daughter, while Polish speakers do so frequently. There are also no diminutives of these words in English (other than sonny), even though English parents do use other diminutives in child-directed speech (doggie, blankie, auntie, etc.) as evidenced in the BNC and COCA.

In Polish, there are 8 common hypocoristic forms based on córka ‘daughter’ and 9 such forms based on syn ‘son’. These forms are frequently found in the vocative in NKJP showing that they are used as forms of address. I discuss these forms briefly, focusing on their meanings, frequencies, and the fact that they exhibit both archaic and some innovative morphological properties. I also discuss the gender difference in the use of terms for son and daughter: some of the diminutives of syn are used primarily as forms of address as they are considered too intimate to be used in discourse about one’s sons.

In English, in contrast, there are no hypocoristic forms of daughter and English speakers tend not to use daughter as an address form (apart from religious contexts). We do find examples of English son, sonny and sonny boy as forms of address, but they have a special flavor: son, when used to the speaker’s child is most often found in the context of offering manly advice, and when son, sonny and sonny boy are directed at other people’s children they can be patronizing and condescending.

Dziecko “child” and its 6 common diminutives are also frequently used as forms of address in Polish. In English child (especially in the collocation my dear child) can be used apppellatively, but not necessarily at the speaker’s own offspring.

I argue that the reason for the lack of adult-source familial terms for children in English stems from the enormous importance of the English cultural value of individuality, That is, calling someone son or daughter assigns them to a category of people and denies their individuality, and that is why speakers of English address their children by their names or family nicknames. In Polish, as argued by Wierzbicka (1999), one of the key cultural values is warmth, which is conveyed by, inter alia, expressive derivation of both first names and family terms. This is confirmed by the fact that using son apppellatively in English (to other people’s children) often has a denigrating sense, while in Polish it does not.
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Allomorphy via Borrowing?
The Status of the Prefixes PRE- and PERE- in Modern Russian
Anna Endresen, Tromsø University
anna.endresen@uit.no

Can a borrowed prefix become an allomorph of a native morpheme? Addressing this theoretical question, I present the first corpus-based study of two prefixes that are diachronically and semantically related in Modern Russian: the native East Slavic prefix PERE- and the parallel prefix PRE- borrowed into Russian from Old Church Slavonic. As opposed to Modern Ukrainian and Belorussian, where the prefix PRE- has almost completely disappeared (Adamović et al. 1980; Pugh & Press 1999), Russian preserves both prefixes and shows an interesting pattern of distribution.

The use of PERE- and PRE- in Modern Russian have received dramatically different amounts of attention in literature. While the native prefix PERE- is well described (Janda 1986; Dobrušina & Paillard 2001), the borrowed PRE- has been largely neglected due to its “vagueness of meaning” (Isačenko 1960) and low productivity. I question both of these statements and show that PRE- is a highly productive intensifier which operates on adjectives and adverbs (e.g. bol’šoj ‘big.ADJ’ > prebol’šoj ‘very big.ADJ’) and that its diverse semantics is compatible with that of the prefix PERE-.

I focus on the mutual relations between PERE- and PRE- and examine whether they satisfy the two crucial criteria of regular allomorphy – identical meaning and complementary distribution (Haspelmath 2002). The data are extracted from the Russian National Corpus (www.ruscorpora.ru) and cover both verbal derivation as well as non-verbal uses of PERE- and PRE-. First, I provide a contrastive radial category analysis of the two prefixes and argue that their diverse semantics can be captured within a single network of fourteen submeanings, in eight of which they overlap. The large degree of semantic overlap suggests that PERE- and PRE- might represent a single morpheme. On the other hand, minimal pairs like pere-stupit’ ‘step over’ – pre-stupit’ ‘violate (a law)’ question the complementary distribution of the prefixes across verbs. Thus, PERE- and PRE- do not fully satisfy either of the two criteria of regular allomorphy: their semantics is similar but not identical; their distribution is distinct, but not exactly complementary.

Since the absolute criteria fail, the data has been subjected to statistical analysis (Exact Fisher’s Test), which measures the degree of semantic similarity and divergence, as well as estimates mutual attraction and repulsion between the submeanings of the network on the one hand and each of the two prefixes on the other hand. The distribution of PERE- and PRE- in five submeanings is found to be statistically significant.

I argue that the complexity of this nontrivial case can be best captured by extending the traditional notion of allomorphy. I suggest that PERE- and PRE- should be viewed as non-prototypical allomorphs of a single prefix rather than as different morphemes. The Cognitive linguistic framework and statistical analysis of corpus data make it possible to account for both the subtle differences and the important similarities of the two prefixes.
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Impoliteness and Mock Impoliteness: A Descriptive Analysis
Michael Furman, The Ohio State University
mikedfurman@gmail.com

This paper offers an empirical analysis of mock-impoliteness in colloquial Russian conversation by examining the ways in which interactants produce and display an orientation to mock-impolite utterances. The corpus consists of video recorded naturally occurring Russian talk-in-interaction gathered from the Russian reality television show ‘Dom Dva’.

Rather than adhering to a strict first order participant constructed (Lachenicht 1980, Culpeper 1996, 2005) or second order analyst constructed (Terkourafi 2005, 2008 Locher and Watts 2005, 2008) conception of impoliteness, the paper argues that one can be used to inform the other and utilizes both first and second order methodological approaches to classify impolite and mock-impolite utterances.

The paper utilizes second order approaches to identify potentially impolite or mock-impolite utterances; yet, argues that the actual classification of impolite or mock-impolite utterances is a first order concept discursively constructed through the ways in which participants orient to a given utterance. The identification of impolite utterances consists of three separate but compatible approaches; Culpeper’s (2005) model of impoliteness, the presence of taboo or foul language within an utterance and those occasions where interactants publicly orient to an utterance as impolite through the usage of such words as grubij ‘rude’, or oskorbitel’nij ‘offensive’.

The paper analyzes the specific ways mock-impolite turns are designed both linguistically (lexical items, syntax) and non-linguistically (prosody, laughter, pauses) and examines how mock impolite turns are discursively co-constructed by the interactants. Additionally, the paper provides an account of the effect of context on the production and perception of impolite utterances through the use of Levinson’s (1992) notion of activity types.

Despite the increase in scholarship devoted to impoliteness, mock-impoliteness has received relatively little attention and by providing a detailed account of the design of mock-impolite utterances the current paper contributes to a largely unexplored phenomenon.
A Not So Iron Curtain between Activity and Knowledge Exchange: Grammatical Metaphor, Logic and Aspect in the Battle against Alcoholism

Michael Furman, The Ohio State University
mikedfurman@gmail.com

What exactly are the linguistic and semiotic tools that allowed for Soviet political posters to be effective in spreading propaganda and how were they used to build the ideological underpinnings of the Soviet regime? Using tools from Critical Discourse Analysis I present an analysis of proto-temperance Soviet Political posters (from 1920-1955). Central to the analysis of the posters is the distinction (or lack thereof) between two types of speech function: activity exchange (getting people to do things) and knowledge exchange (dissemination of information facts etc.) (Fairclough 2003). Yet, even those posters that foreground knowledge exchange also construct the very reality of which they purport to merely represent. The values selected are particular values that encourage the viewer to align themselves with the representational image and thereby bring the represented image into reality. In this way the posters are similar to Wernicke's notion of a promotional image (Wernicke 1991). Further, I argue that there is a functional concord between the visual and the textual elements of the text and that a full understanding of the posters requires the simultaneous analysis of both the textual and the visual elements.

The example to the right illustrates the conflation between knowledge and activity exchange. The poster not only represents a negative portrayal of a drunken father, but advocates on the behalf of temperance and anticipates that the viewer will act temperate so as to avoid the negative consequences depicted in the poster. Here, knowledge is exchanged for the purpose of acting in a particular way.

Interestingly, each poster exhibits a functional concord between visual and textual elements. Posters foregrounding knowledge-exchange utilize atemporal, 0-state constructs, while posters foregrounding activity exchanges utilize perfective 2-state verbs (Klein 1995). 0-state constructs are not limited to a particular timeframe and are atemporal (e.g. a drunk father is grief to his family), while 2-state verbs have both a source state and a target state.

Unlike the poster above, the poster to the right projects 2 states; one where alcoholism persists (source state) and another where alcoholism does not persist (target state). This is reflected both visually through the implied motion of the worker and textually through the use of the perfective dolbanem 'we will strike'. Utilizing both types of posters allows for the projection of not only an unassailable current world (depicted through the 0 state constructions) but also that of a projected better world (depicted through the 2 state constuctions).

By paying careful attention to how the visual and the textual elements function together to project current and future worlds, this paper offers a detailed understanding of the linguistic and visual tools that the Soviets used to both inform the citizens and prompt them to act. Further, by using tools from Critical Discourse Analysis to analyze historical, rather than contemporary social transitions this paper extends the domain of Critical Discourse Analysis and argues that this methodology can be a useful tool to analyze any social change for which there is significant textual documentation.
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Slavic languages rarely allow adjectives as resultatives (Spencer & Zaretskaya 1998), though the resultative function has been described as a defining criterion for adjectives as a part of speech (Baker 2003:219). There has been little work on the kind of form that regularly fulfills this function in Slavic: e.g. Russ. raskalit’ dobela ‘heat white-hot’, Pol. wymyć do czysta ‘wash clean’, Bulg. obrŭštam naopaki ‘turn upside-down’.

We call this class of forms P-compounds (“bipartites” per Goeringer 1998) because they consist of two lexical roots, the first of which is etymologically a preposition. At first glance they look like frozen PP’s (e.g. Russ. dobela, Pol. do czysta ‘until clean’, though Slavic PP’s do not and historically never could have adjectives as complements), but on closer investigation their semantics is often non-compositional, their internal morphosyntax is unconnected to their syntactic function, and their morphology is often unmotivated (e.g. the acc. sg. fem. suffix in Russ. vkrutuju ‘hard-boiled’). Therefore we consider them compounds. (They are written as single words regularly in Russian and less regularly in the other languages.) So defined, P-compounds comprise a large set of forms attested throughout the history of Slavic. They sometimes have cognates in two or more daughter languages, and they serve a range of syntactic functions. In dictionaries they are usually classified as adverbs; in OCS handbooks they are described as either adverbs or uninflected adjectives depending on their attested syntactic functions.

This paper reports on our ongoing survey and analysis of P-compounds in several Slavic languages (so far, Russian, Polish, Bulgarian, OCS). We have collected at least 30 sentences for a number of P-compounds in each modern language (44 different pcompounds), using national corpora or (for OCS) print resources. The preferred functions of the individual p-compounds depend primarily on their semantics.

Though some P-compounds function as adverbs (see example 1), in our survey they more often resemble adjectives. Generalizing from Corbett 2004 on Russian adjectives, the predicative (2), depictive (3), and (especially) noun-modifying functions (4) are those of adjectives; resultative (5) is an adjective function in many languages, though not often in Slavic. Adjuncts and verb modification are the two adverb-like functions of P-compounds, but they are distinctly less frequent than the canonically adjectival function of adnominal modifier. A P-compound in one language often corresponds to an adjective in another (e.g. Bulg. na staro, Pol. używany, Russ. poderžannyj for ‘used’ (6)). Also, P-compounds have several grammatical properties of words typically used as predicates: they can be specified for aktionsart (cf. Bulg. kriv ‘crooked’ with na krivo ‘askew’); the stress patterns of P-compounds in Russian are like those of short adjectives and past-tense verbs.

To conclude, P-compounds are property words with some verbal characteristics (aktionsart, stress) and function mostly as predicates; some are dedicated resultatives or depictives, and most were probably coined for depictive or resultative functions. But, where semantics permits, they can also have canonical adjective functions.

Examples
(1)  Pol. Często jem na szybko. ‘I often eat in hurry.’
    Russ. Xotja by načerno prosčitat’ vse sxemy ‘If only to roughly figure out all the designs’
    Bulg. Izkazvam se dokraj. ‘I express myself completely.’
(2)  Pol. Ta wycieczka jest na lekko. ‘This trip is a light-gear one.’ (lit. ‘is lightly equipped’)
    Russ. Glaza u nego byli na vykate i slezilis’. ‘His eyes were bulging and teary.’
Bulg. Najasno sme s pravilata. ‘We’re clear on the rules.’

Pol. Często podróżuję na lekko. ‘I often travel lightly equipped.’

Russ. Oni pošli nalegke, bez pološubov ‘They traveled light, without their coats.’

Bulg. Prekarvam noštta naštrek. ‘I spend the night on guard.’

Pol. Jedzenie na wynos jest tańsze. ‘Take-out food is cheaper.’

Russ. Vnezapno končilos’ jajco vkrutuju. ‘They suddenly ran out of hard-boiled eggs.’

Bulg. Izpolzvam kakao na prax. ‘I use powdered cocoa.’

Pol. Wytarłem stół do czysta. ‘I wiped the table clean.’

Russ. Rybki obgolodali trup dočista. ‘The fish gnawed the corpse clean.’

Bulg. Neštata se obũrnaxa naopaki. ‘Things turned around.’

Pol. Kupiłem używany samochód. ‘I bought a used car.’

Russ. Ja kupil poderžannuju mašinu. ‘I bought a used car.’
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Some Problems with Inflectional Verbal Aspect
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Treating verbal aspect as inflectional entails positing ±Perfective as a feature of sentence predicates for which verbs are inflected, rather than as a feature for which verbs are specified in the lexicon. Aspect inflection is regular only with prefix-verb compounds. In P-V compounds verbs regularly show their unmarked, lexical shape in +Pfv contexts, e.g., za-písa-, and a modified shape, e.g., za-písyva-, in –Pfv contexts. Into this aspectual system, which originated in prefixed verbs as several layers of iterative thematicization were grammaticalized, the integration of unprefixes verbs has been incomplete. While most verbs, like /pros/ ‘request’ and /klad/ ‘lay’, are regular, occurring unprefix in –Pfv sentences and requiring a prefix for +Pfv use, there are also verbs like /pad/ ‘fall’ and /bros/ ‘throw’, which occur unprefix in +Pfv environments (padět, brósit). The problem is how to specify /pad/ and /bros/ in the lexicon. Not as +Pfv because they occur in both +Pfv and –Pfv forms. Perhaps as +Determinate. This feature figures prominently in diachronic studies of Slavic verbal aspect, but in synchronic descriptions of Slavic verbal morphology it has come to be restricted to oppositions among pairs of –Pfv verbs like polzët/polzáet ‘crawl’ and taščit/taskáet ‘pull’—the verbs of motion. Yet padět denotes the motion of an agent no less that polzët, and brósit denotes motion imparted to an object the same as taščit. Van Wijk (cited by Němec 1956:497) wrote that +Det verbs denote actions which are minimally complex and lead directly to a goal, whereas –Det verbs denote actions composed of plural acts or actions which are prolonged or repeated. This definition, as well as the morphology of the verbs in question, suggests that despite the distribution of + and –, it is the –Det forms that are marked (+Iterative), the +Det forms unmarked (–Iterative). This revised marking, perhaps less convincing for unprefix verbs, is clearly seen in prefixed verbs, where výtaskaet and perebrošáet are +Iterative for výtaščit and perebrósit. But van Wijk’s claim that +Det verbs lead to a goal, i.e., are +Telic, is questionable. Russian +Det verbs, which denote running, leading, conveying, driving, riding, walking, rolling, climbing, flying, carrying, swimming, dragging, denote unidirectional motion but none imply a goal; these are all atelic activities. This is the particular semantic quality which, as Dickey (2010:101) notes, prevents their integration into the aspectual opposition. On the other hand, falling (pad/) and throwing (bros/) are telic: falling culminates when the body hits the ground and throwing when the projectile is launched. ±Telic should be added to the feature set that determines aspect. Unprefix verbs which are +Det and +Telic (pad/, /bros/) occur unprefix in +Pfv sentences; +Det, –Telic verbs (polz/, /task/) do not. How this criterion accounts for aspectual usage must be tested in individual contexts: dal has the goal of transfer of possession, with lišl it is termination of possession, with kupíl it is completion of transaction. But blagoslovíl and blagodaríl are problematic: why should blessing be +Telic, +Pfv and thanking –Telic, –Pfv? Biaspectral verb forms are not a problem: kazníl and organizovatl are +Telic, +Pfv or –Telic, –Pfv according to whether the speaker assumes attainment of a goal.

The +Det feature has diachronically been associated also with infixed and suffixed /n/ and /l/ verbs straddle the aspect divide the same as polzëtpadët, occurring with both +Pfv forms (sjadet, pryjet) and –Pfv (molknetsýnet). The contrast is between semelfactive verbs denoting an action and inchoative verbs denoting a state. Thus /droj/ ‘jerk’ occurs in +Pfv drógnet, while /droj/ ‘chill’ occurs in –Pfv drógnet. A ±Telic contrast might be at play also here.
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In my paper I discuss the patterns of linguistic variation in the adaptation of English lexical borrowings to the Slovak declensional system. Analyzing data obtained from a survey, I examine how native Slovak speakers decline loanwords with stems ending in <l> and <r>, where variation can be observed, in particular, in the locative singular. Nouns of this type take the masculine inanimate (Mi) gender in Slovak based on the morpho-phonological criterion of consonant ending, which is perceived as the “strong” ending for masculine nouns. In my study only Mi are investigated.

According to declensional rules in Standard Slovak, nouns with this stem ending, considered in Slovak as “hard” should take the locative singular ending <-e>, but some nouns take the ending <-i>, which is more common for a different phonological environment, specifically after a consonant classified in Slovak as “soft”. Actual usage shows considerable variation.

In my study I am interested in how the geographical affiliation of the speakers affects the use of one of the variants. I use both quantitative and qualitative approaches to data analysis. The data was elicited from informants who are native speakers of Slovak, using a socio-linguistic questionnaire. The informants were asked to evaluate the acceptability of declined loanwords on a scale from 1 to 4 (with 1 being fully acceptable and 4 being unacceptable).

The informants were also asked to evaluate native words with the same stem ending. Comparison of both sets of words is also presented in the paper.
In my paper I examine switching between a dialect and the standard language in Slovak. The data is from the speech of inhabitants of Smolenice, a town of 3,500 located in western Slovakia. I am particularly interested how the patterns of variation of older generation speakers differ from those of younger generation.

Code switching between dialects and/or languages has been investigated mainly after 1972, when a study on code switching in Norway was published by Jan Blom and John Gumperz. Other scholars who have studied this phenomenon include Carole Myers-Scotton (1993), Shanna Poplack (1993), Shanna Poplack (1993), Penelope Gardner-Chloros (1985; 1991), Francois Grosjean (1982), and Peter Auer (1984; 1992), among others. Most studies that have been published, investigated switching between different languages.

Code switching between a dialect and the standard in Slovakia has not, to my knowledge, been previously examined. In Smolenice, the local people mostly speak the western Slovak ‘Trnava’ dialect, especially in the family environment and with acquaintances. The local variety of standard is normally used in places such as school and church and in conversations with non-locals. Many inhabitants of Smolenice are becoming more educated, moving away from the town, and changing social circles; this may cause a shift from the dialect to standard and different patterns of variation.

In my study I investigate code switching during a conversation with the same interlocutor. The triggers for code switching in which I am particularly interested, are the topic and presence of an overhearer.

I am also interested in any cases where the dialect poses influence on the local variety of standard and whether code mixing occurs with any speakers.

The data was collected from nine speakers from three different generations and recorded on a computer. To elicit speech, I have designed series of questions, concerning various topics, such as childhood experiences, religious events, school and education, describing simple tasks, work and employment, and Slovak and European politics and culture. Some of these topics are related to local environment and events and were to hypothetically elicit use of the dialect, particularly with the older generation. Other topics, especially related to Slovak and European politics, Slovak culture and media, were to potentially cause standard language use.

I also hypothesize that the younger generation speakers may use the local standard variant of Slovak more often than the older generation based on the fact that most of the younger inhabitants of Smolenice have reached a higher level of education than the older speakers and many of them also commute out of the town for school and work.
Slavists generally think of the Czech-Slovak dialect area as having a word-prosody configuration of fixed word-initial stress with contrastive length possible in any syllable. A notable exception is the Silesian dialect area, which typically has the Polish configuration with fixed penultimate stress and no contrastive length. Much less familiar is a small area in SW Bohemia (Doudleby and environs) with “paroxytonic stress” and contrastive length, which at first blush may be considered akin to the Silesian configuration.

Recent fieldwork expeditions in the Doudleby area (see Holub 2011) carried out by the authors of the paper have helped shed new light on the phenomenon. While superficially similar to the Silesian border phenomenon, the Doudleby type is characterized by length contrasts and also carries a distinctive word melody that is a hallmark of the local dialect. The profile of the Doudleby word melody matches a prosodic pattern that has also been observed in the Slovene dialect of the Zilja Valley (Gailtal, Austria) (Pronk 2009, Greenberg 2010, Holub 2011). This pattern in turn can be viewed as part of a wider areal pattern of word-prosodic configurations in Slavic that reflect differing outcomes of the inherited pitch-accent system of Common Slavic (Greenberg 2007). Whether this is a chance outcome or a function of a more recent migration of Slavic speakers remains to be determined. More important, however, is to take a closer look at the variety of word-prosodic types and understand their structural elements, which will help us to understand the full complexity of variation found in the Slavic languages. The Doudleby phenomenon, which will be discussed in this paper, will advance Slavists’ knowledge of this complexity.
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Grammatical Profiles and the Aspect of Old Church Slavonic Verbs
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There is a long-standing debate on the status of aspect in Old Church Slavonic. Some scholars have claimed that aspect was nascent, but not fully grammaticalized at the time of OCS. Others have argued that aspect was already a full-fledged grammatical category in the oldest attested Slavic texts. Our key questions are: Was there an aspectual distinction between imperfective vs. perfective verbs in OCS? If so, how and to what extent was the aspectual distinction in OCS different from that in modern Russian? We take a fresh, objective approach to this debate. Instead of engaging in further polemics, we use quantitative methods to determine whether there was an aspectual distinction between verb lemmas in OCS.

This study takes as its point of departure the fact that the aspectual distinction in modern Russian is associated with a difference between the grammatical profiles (frequency distributions of grammatical forms as attested in a corpus) of perfective and imperfective verbs. Janda & Lyashevskaya (2011) show that this difference is statistically significant. Thus in modern Russian we know that there is aspect, we know which verbs are of which aspect, and we know that aspect is correlated grammatical profiles. We start from an agnostic view of aspect in OCS: we do not know for certain whether there is an aspectual distinction, nor how all verbs should be classified. Our strategy is to run the analysis from Janda & Lyashevskaya (2011) in reverse for OCS and ask: Given the grammatical profiles of OCS verbs, can statistical models separate them into two groups, and do these groups resemble imperfective vs. perfective verbs?

We use 15,683 attestations of verbs from the PROIEL corpus (http://foni.uio.no:3000/) to obtain the grammatical profiles of OCS verbs. For example, the grammatical profiles of the verbs tvoriti ‘make’ and jęti ‘take’ are attested in our database as shown in Table 1 (with both raw and relative frequencies):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>aorist</th>
<th>imperative</th>
<th>imperfect</th>
<th>infinitive/supine</th>
<th>present</th>
<th>past participle</th>
<th>present participle</th>
<th>tTotal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tvoriti ‘make’</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jęti ‘take’</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Sample grammatical profiles for tvoriti ‘make’ and jęti ‘take’

We apply two statistical methods to sort the verbs: a correspondence analysis and a divisive clustering analysis. Both methods yield a division of the verbs into two groups, and, remarkably, the results are nearly identical. These results also correspond 96% to the aspectual designations of OCS verbs posited by Dostál 1954. While our results support the hypothesis that there was aspect (or an aspect-like distinction) in OCS, there are “mismatches” and other tangible differences between the situation in OCS and in Russian.
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Most human activities, such as walking, breathing, running or heart beat, are rhythmical. Rhythm can be defined as “the pattern of intervals between movements, or between their beginnings or peaks, or the pattern of durations of movements” (Allen 1973: 97). When rhythm is taken as a criterion, the world’s languages are divided into stress-timed (e.g. English, Russian, German, Arabic), syllable-timed (e.g. French, Spanish, Italian) and mora-timed ones (e.g. Japanese).

The most distinguishing characteristic of stress-timed languages is the relative regularity with which stressed syllables occur in utterances regardless of how many unaccented syllables separate them. The foot, i.e. the amount of time taken between each two stressed syllables, is the unit of rhythm in stress-timed languages. By contrast, the rhythmic organisation of syllable-timed languages is based on syllable isochrony which, by analogy with the foot, is thought to take the same amount of time irrespective of its structure. However, in languages, such as Polish, that have very complex clusters on the one hand and are not stress-timed on the other, syllable-timeness appears to be a purely theoretical concept as one can easily find a large number of monosyllabic words, e.g. kot [kɔt] ’cat’ vs. chrząszcz [xʃɔnʃʧ] ’beetle’ that differ in duration due to considerable structural differences. Therefore, languages that have the properties of syllable-timed and stress-timed languages are referred to as mixed-type languages. According to Waniek-Klimczak (2005: 32), “[c]ross-linguistically, we can expect the same articulatory timing to be preferred on the basis of a shared articulatory mechanism”. The author further argues that stress-timing is the preferred rhythmic organisation of language and, therefore, in fast speech the stress-timing effect should be observable even in syllable-timed languages.

The present paper reports the results of an experiment whose primary objective was to determine to what extent the rhythmic structure of Polish and Russian is influenced by speech rate. In order to establish it, five native speakers of the two languages were asked to read ten syntactically matched sentences in two different tempos: natural and fast. Since Russian and Polish represent different rhythm classes, interstress intervals (henceforth ISIs), i.e. the time measured from the onset of one stressed vowel to the onset of the next, were used as units of rhythm as suggested by Dauer (1983: 54). The results show that in both cases the stress-timing effect takes place in the sense that Polish rhythm does become more stress-timed, whereas in Russian the ISIs differ to a lesser extent. The conclusion drawn from the data is in keeping with that of Dauer (1983) who measured ISIs in several stress and syllable time languages and did not find significant differences between the two groups.
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The aim of this talk is twofold. First, I will briefly re-examine clause-embedding predicates selecting non-finite clause arguments in Modern Polish (= MP) and propose a new classification of control/raising patterns. Second, it will be shown to what extent such a re-classification is related to and motivated by the Old Polish (= OP) non-finite complementation system.

To begin with, I will explore the most frequent embedded pattern of OP: modal verbs. According to Hansen (2001), this group contains the following MP predicates: móc, umieć, potrafić (‘can’), musieć (‘must’), chcieć (‘want’), mieć (lit. ‘have’, ‘have to’/‘be supposed to’), (po-)winien (‘should’) (cf. 1). Additionally, it has been assumed that some of these modal verbs have undergone a grammaticalization process over time and have acquired a more subjective, i.e., an epistemic or evidential meaning. Following the modal approach advocated by Kratzer (1981, 2012) and the collected OP data, I will show that (i) umieć, potrafić (‘can’) and chcieć (‘want’) are not modal verbs but subject control predicates like, for example, próbować (‘try’), (ii) there is no significant evidence for grammaticalization of modals since their epistemic/evidential use can be attested in OP.

As pointed out by Šimík (2011), Polish also possesses hidden patterns of modality. One of them pertains to so called modal existential wh-constructions (=MECs), which in MP can be embedded under the possessive predicate mieć (‘to have’) (cf. 2). The pattern in question consists of the matrix predicate mieć, a wh-phrase, and an embedded infinitive. In this connection, I will present data indicating that MECs were present in OP. OP MECs, however, differ from the MP MECs to the extent that the former embed l-participles which are inflected for number and gender, and do not embed infinitives. I will briefly examine how this difference affects the control configuration of OP MECs.

Finally, I analyze subject and object matrix predicates licensing primarily infinitival complements in MP. Combining the classifications proposed in Bondaruk (2004) and Słodowicz (2008) and comparing them with the OP data, I will show that (i) OP non-finite indirect questions resemble OP MECs mainly formed with l-participles, and not with infinitives, (ii) diachronically Polish does use infinitives (contra Dziwirek 2001’s approach to MP). As for (ii), main evidence will come from different predicate groups: phase predicates (e.g. jać ‘begin’), volitional predicates (e.g. chcieć ‘want’), complex modal predicates (e.g. być trudno ’be difficult’), causative/manipulative predicates (e.g. kazać ‘command’/‘cause’), etc. Accordingly, I argue that some ill-formed infinitival constructions in Polish which are grammatical in English and extensively discussed in Dziwirek (2001) are traceable to the diachronic competition l-participle vs. infinitive in Polish that by contrast has not taken place in the history of English. What it means is that Polish and English are different from one another and not that Polish doesn’t use/like infinitives.

(1)  Kamila może/umie/potrafi/musi/chce/ma/(po-)winna grać na gitarze
K.NOM may,might,can/can/must/wants/has,is said/should play.INF on guitar.LOC
‘Kamila is allowed/can/has/wants/should (to) play the guitar.’
‘Kamila may/might/must/should be playing the guitar.’

(2)  Andrzej ma gdzie spać
A.NOM has where sleep.INF
‘There is a place where Andrzej can sleep.’
Since the comprehensive study of Dostál (1954) on verbal aspect in Old Church Slavonic (OCS), the study of verbal aspect has developed considerably. Verbal aspect is no longer considered to be the same in all Slavic languages (cf. Dickey 2000) and verbal aspect in e.g. Old Russian has been shown to differ considerably from the verbal aspect in Modern Russian (Bermel 1997). These insights make a new study of verbal aspect in OCS necessary, using modern technological tools for empirical research.

The starting point of our study is not to classify each OCS verb as either imperfective or perfective, but to go one step back by addressing the question whether there is verbal aspect in OCS at all, and if so, what its different functions are. As a tool for our research a database has been compiled in which all verbal lexemes and their attestations in OCS are included.

Although research into an ancient language like OCS has to be conducted without informants, the database has been set up to act like one. This results in four ‘informants’, each giving their version of the same text. Our four ‘informants’ are the main OCS gospel codices: Marianus (M), Zographensis (Z), Assemanianus (A) and Savvina kniga (Sk). These texts have been integrated into a parallel corpus, making comparison between them possible. The Greek original has been included as well. This enables us to ask our ‘informants’ questions of the type: "How would you translate this verb in your language ...?"

All forms, both OCS and Greek, from all four gospel texts are fully annotated, so that even the slightest grammatical or contextual differences can be detected.

My presentation at the SLS conference will consist of a demonstration of the database and a discussion of some salient examples. One such example is the following general statement where the Zographensis uses a derived form (traditionally labeled 'imperfective), while the Marianus uses a simple prefixed form (traditionally labeled 'perfective'):

\[\text{M} \text{Ni vь zemi ni vь gnoi trěbě estъ . vonъ isypljǫtъ iǫ .} \quad \text{(Luke 14:35)}\]
\[\text{Z} \text{Ni vъ zemi ni vъ gnoi . trěbě estъ . vъtъ isypajetъ se} . \quad \text{EN} \text{It is useless either for the soil or for the manure pile; it is thrown out.}\]

There are also cases in which the Greek original and the OCS translations show considerable difference, like in the case of the Greek historical, which in OCS is normally rendered with an aorist:

\[\text{GR} \text{Tότε λέγει αὐτῷ ο Ἰησοῦς} \quad \text{(Matth 4:10)}\]
\[\text{Z} \text{togda eI[agolla] emu [s]u[s][v]} \]
\[\text{Ass/Sktogda reć cemu i[s]u[v]} \quad \text{EN} \text{Then Jesus said to him}\]

Dickey (2000) uses the historical present in the modern Slavic languages as one of the parameters for his typology, so the relative absence of it in OCS has to be taken into account in the study of the development of OCS verbal aspect.

In my paper I will address the benefits as well as the limitations of a sophisticated database which includes a wide variety of parameters which are crucial for answering the question about the specific nature of verbal aspect in OCS.
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Centuries of colonization by the Russian Empire and political, cultural, and economic connections in the Soviet and Post-Soviet eras created favorable conditions for Russian-Ukrainian language contact in Ukraine. The product of such millennia-long contact, linguistic variety consisting of Ukrainian grammar with admixture of Russian morphemes, is known as Surzhyk. Current public discourse associates Surzhyk with parochialism, lack of education, and a low culture (Bilaniuk, 2004). The Ukrainian government does not recognize Surzhyk as a separate spoken language. Surzhyk speakers do not receive any recognition or support as a distinct linguistic group. The purpose of this paper is to measure language attitudes toward Surzhyk and to compare the place of Surzhyk with respect to the Ukrainian and Russian languages. A few studies on language attitudes conducted in Ukraine focused mainly on Ukrainian, Russian, and English (Bilaniuk, 2005; Goodman & Lyulkum, 2010). There is no research on attitudes toward Surzhyk.

To measure attitudes a survey using the method of semantic differential was conducted in Zaporizhzhia Region in Eastern Ukraine. The sample consisted of 168 (N=168) students attending three educational establishments: a university located in a large city, a technical vocational school located in a mid-size city and an agricultural vocational school located in a small town. The survey asked about the participants’ native language, their use of Ukrainian, Russian, and Surzhyk in various domains, and the Semantic Differential Scale (Osgood et al., 1957), which elicited their attitudes toward three concepts: UKRAINIAN, RUSSIAN, and SURZHYK. The scale consisted of 10 bipolar adjectives (the same for each concept) placed at opposite ends of a four-point continuum. The analysis of the survey aimed to corroborate or disprove the following hypotheses:

1) Students from a large city have more negative attitudes toward Surzhyk, since Surzhyk is more common in semi-urban and rural areas
2) Mean score for concept SURZHYK is predicted by one’s native language, language spoken in the family, and the institution attended

An analysis of variance showed that the effect of city size was significant for Surzhyk mean score, $F(2, 177) = 6.28, p=.002$.¹ Post hoc analysis using the Bonferroni post hoc criterion for significance indicated that the Surzhyk mean score was significantly lower for students from the mid-size city and a small town than for those from a large city. Multiple regression analysis was used to test if one’s native language, language spoken in the family, and the institution attended predicted participant’s score of Surzhyk ($F(3, 174)=6.0, p=.001$). Language spoken in the family ($\beta=.215, p=.011$), and the institution attended ($\beta=.176, p=.002$). Native language of the participants was not a significant predictor. The results also showed that people who self-identified as Surzhyk speakers ranked Surzhyk significantly higher ($M=2, SD=.85$), than those who reported not speaking Surzhyk ($M=1.7, SD=.62$), $t(23) = -2.3, p=.022$.
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¹ Notably, the effect of city size was not significant for the Ukrainian mean score $F(2, 177) = 1.10, p>.05$ and for the Russian mean score $F(2, 177) = 1.54, p>.05$. 
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Learning complicated and complex Czech syntactic rules presents one of the most serious problems and biggest challenges for Korean students when they start to acquire language so completely different as Czech is from Korean. Providing a short introductory overview of syntactic structure of (standard and neutral) Korean sentences, the author of the paper considers and discusses the possible interference of processes and stereotypes in constructing grammatically correct Korean sentences brought over to Czech sentences (e.g. the final position of the verb in Korean sentence – unlike in Czech where the word-order is basically free). Authentic students’ utterances from Czech grammar classes (esp. for beginners and intermediate levels) at HUFS will be used to illustrate situation and results of studying Czech based on Korean. As a many-year experience of the author shows the source language interference seems the strongest on the syntactic level. Apart from such system interference, some other factors occur as reasons of making mistakes in Korean students’ Czech sentences: their strong habit to memorize grammar and its patterns and paradigms, effort to translate word after word following Korean sentence structure and no understanding of the function of grammar in the text. Korean students learn the system (isolated knowledge of langue), but they lack experience and practice in speech (parole).
The Actional Imperfective in Russian and Czech: A Comparative Approach
John Korba, University of Kansas
korba@ku.edu

Among the large body of literature on Slavic aspect, several seminal works in recent years (Glovinskaja 2001; Grønn 2004; Padučeva 1996; Satunovskij 2009) have focused, in whole or in part, on the importance of the imperfective general-factual (IGF). The body of works that consider aspect within a comparative Slavic tradition are rarer (cf. Petrušina 1978, Dickey 2000) and, in any case, have not considered in full the aforementioned studies. This paper begins to explore the issues examined in Russian in the former works by examining the Actional Imperfective in Czech using the approach of the latter works.

Padučeva (1996) offers what is arguably the most fine-grained typology of the IGF in Russian. In her study, Padučeva compares the Existential IGF type in (1) and Concrete IGF in (2) with the Actional Imperfective (Impf) in (3).

(1) Moj djadja vosxodil i na Everest
   ‘My uncle (has) climbed Mount Everest’ (Padučeva 1996: 43)

(2) Ty otkryval i okno?
   ‘Did you open the window? (The window is now closed)’ (Padučeva 1996: 46)

(3) Gdje apel’iny pokupal’?
   ‘Where did you by (these/those) oranges?’ (Padučeva 1996: 49)

Rassudova (1968: 38) notes that the Actional Impf is used when “the attention of the speaker is direct at where, when, why, and who completed an action.” Some scholars classify the former Actional Impf as IGF (Bondarko 1971, Grønn 2004) while others do not (Rassudova 1968).

Padučeva (1996) perhaps offers the most fine-grained exploration of the nature of the Actional Impf in relation to the Resultative (Existential and Concrete) types of IGF. She determines the semantic notions communicated by the use of each type, as summarized in a chart below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Existential IGF</th>
<th>Concrete IGF</th>
<th>Actional Impf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i. Articulation of factuality/existentiality</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. Resultativity (reaching some limit)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii. Disassociation from the moment of speech</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv. Vagueness concerning the time when the action was/is completed</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v. Multiplicity (кратность)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi. A retrospective reference point</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Padučeva’s (1996: 32–52) analysis of the Existential and Concrete types of IGF and Actional Impf according to semantic features

My analysis expands upon both types of works by comparing the semantic and pragmatic factors involved in Russian to those relevant to Czech. While the Existential IGF is attested with accomplishment predicates in Czech (Dickey 2000: 125), the Concrete GF is not (cf. also Cummins 1987). However, the Actional Impf is well attested in Czech, as in (4).
Ahoj Jardo, mám na vagu závadu Hallova snímače polohy a auto moc netáhne… Mám stejně motor, kde jsi kupoval ten snímač???

(\url{http://forum.skodahome.cz/topic/13403-vrakoviste-skoda/})

‘Hello Jardo, I have a problem in my Volkswagen with the position of the Hall effect sensor and my car barely runs… I have the same motor, where did you buy that sensor?’

The speaker in (4) is referring to a completed event, but the speaker’s focus is more directed to the question of where the interlocutor purchased the sensor rather than on the result. Using the data gathered from the internet as well as from parallel corpora like ParaSol (\url{http://parasol.unibe.ch}), I discuss comparative examples of the Actional Impf and consider the semantic and pragmatic conditions that motivate its use in further detail.
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This paper investigates a well-known topic among Slavic studies – aspect – applied to a less well-known area – light verbs in Russian. The term “light verb”, usually ascribed to Jespersen (1965, Volume VI: 117), was introduced in reference to English constructions such as have a rest, take a drive, give a sigh. Even though they follow standard grammatical structure for the verbs have, take or give, from the semantic point of view, these constructions cannot be seen as full predicates. A light verb only provides verbal support for a noun, which carries the semantic weight. Since Jespersen’s establishment of the term, light verbs have been studied in various languages, including Japanese, Hindi, Urdu and Romance languages (see Butt 2003 and references wherein). In Russian, studies have identified the following light verbs: brat’ ‘take’, vesti ‘lead’, davat’ ‘give’, delat’ ‘do’, imet’ ‘have’, nesti ‘carry’, položit’ ‘put (down), prinimat’ ‘take/get’, stavit’ ‘put (up)’ (Mudraya et al. 2008, Babych et al. 2009). These verbs serve as light verbs in contexts such as 0 and 0:

Irina ne mogla vesti urok. (RNC1)
‘Irina was not able to give a lesson.’
Esli zakon ne vypolnjaetsja, činovnik objazan nesti nakazanie. (RNC)
‘If the law is not obeyed, then an official must be punished.’

One might argue that the phenomenon of light verbs is irrelevant to aspect, since the verbs do not show truly verbal characteristics in such examples. However, our research shows that both imperfective and perfective counterparts of each light verb appear in light verb constructions. Although some nouns are compatible with both aspeecual variants (vesti/provesti urok ‘give a lesson’), most nouns in the light verb construction have strong preference for either an imperfective or a perfective light verb, see vesti‘ lead’, davat’ ‘give’, delat’ ‘do’, imet’ ‘have’, nesti ‘carry’, položit’ ‘put (down), prinimat’ ‘take/get’, stavit’ ‘put (up)’ (Mudraya et al. 2008, Babych et al. 2009). These verbs serve as light verbs in contexts such as 0 and 0:
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Examples are taken from the Russian National Corpus (www.ruscorpora.ru).
MacDonald, Jonathan E. In press. Nouns affect aspect syntactically. For proceedings of 29th West Coast Conference on Formal Linguistics, University of Arizona. Available at: https://netfiles.uiuc.edu/jonmacd/www/MacDonald_files/MacDonald%20-%20Nouns%20affect%20aspect%20syntactically.pdf


Background. The “configurational” or “global” strategy for structural case assignment states that structural case is assigned by reference to the properties of both structurally-case-marked arguments taken together. Accusative is assigned, for example, in contrast to a higher Nominative-marked NP. This mechanism for structural case assignment can be traced back (at least) to Marantz 1991 (note also Yip et al. 1987). We find its most current manifestation in the constraint-based proposals of Woolford 2003 and Malchukov & de Hoop 2011. In all such approaches, coding is subject to the functional notion of “distinguishability” as the relevant factor in case assignment. This provides a straightforward account for the distribution of nominative objects: nominative occurs on the object, as the unmarked case, if there is no higher, structurally-marked argument in contrast to which the object must be identified. So on the “global calculation” nominative objects should appear naturally in constructions with quirky subjects.

Individual functional heads on the global strategy play no role in realizing structural case.

Proposal. In point of fact, nominative objects are often “costly” and unstable. A novel set of data is introduced from North Russian and standard (East High) Lithuanian impersonals with oblique subjects, in which nominative on the object should appear normally on configurational accounts, but fails syntactically, since nominative on the object is not related to any feature of Tense, which, on a local theory of case assignment (Chomsky 2001), is taken to be responsible for nominative on the object, as in the well known case of the oblique subject–nominative object configuration in Icelandic. While the nominative object in Icelandic agrees with Tense for number (but not person), there is no agreement whatsoever in the North Russian and Lithuanian impersonals below. It is precisely here that we can test the global strategy against one that relies on local checking of formal features (cf. Baker & Vinokurova 2010, in which both global and local strategies are argued to operate in Sakha). On the global strategy, the oblique subject in the North Russian and Lithuanian impersonals sets up a configuration in which unmarked (non-dependent) nominative on the object is the least costly case. This is because the global calculation rests on distinguishability rather than feature checking. However, it is shown that while nominative indeed occurs on the object of certain North Russian and Lithuanian constructions, as in (1–2), it is dispreferred: accusative appears on the object instead in much greater frequency in the North Russian Perfect (Kuz’mina & Nemčenko 1971), while in Lithuanian the impersonal (“Inferential Evidential”) is virtually limited to intransitives (Holvoet 2007), even though the evidential is in no way incompatible with two-place, agentive predicates. The object position in such cases is projected, but not case marked in the syntax. The “variable effability” of the nominative object (Baker 2011), marked by Accusative replacement in North Russian and a transitivity restriction in Lithuanian, is entirely unpredicted by the configurational rules of the global strategy.

(1) Russian Perfect: Acc Object

a. North Russian Perfect: Nom Object

U nix byl postavljen konjušnja. at themGEN was built stable:NOM  
‘They had built a stable.’ [Kuz’mina & Nemčenko 1971: 79]

U bat’ki u tvogho saženo berežku. at father at yours planted birch:ACC  
Your father planted a birch tree.’ [Kuz’mina & Nemčenko 1971: 38]

(2) Inferential Evidential: Intransitive

a. Lith. Inferential Evidential: Transitive

Ingos nuraminta vaikas. Inga:GEN calmed-down child:NOM  
‘Inga must have calmed the child down.’ [Holvoet 2007]  
Mano užmigta. me:GEN fell-asleep
The Balkan Slavic Definite Article: What Role is Left for the Sprachbund?

Jouko Lindstedt, University of Helsinki

jouko.lindstedt@helsinki.fi

The enclitic definite article has been regarded as one of the central Balkanisms ever since the first studies on the Balkan Sprachbund, and it is considered to be one of the most striking areal features distinguishing Balkan Slavic from other Slavic languages (Asenova 2002: 123). On the other hand, Mladenova (2007) has shown that the rise of the Bulgarian definite article can reasonably well be accounted for as a mainly language-internal development, perhaps with some Pre-Ottoman Turkic influence, making comparisons with the Albanian and Balkan Romance systems (as in Stölting 1970 and other studies) seem misguided. The grammatical category of definiteness was not new for Balkan Slavic, since the new enclitic articles came into being before the old system of definite (long) adjectives had disappeared completely. Thus, we can observe two partly overlapping definite article cycles (in the sense of Lyons 1999: 326–330) from Proto-Slavic to Balkan Slavic.

The purpose of my paper is to contribute to the chronology of the rise of the enclitic definite article in Balkan Slavic and to defend the view that this diachronic process must, after all, be explained in the context of the Balkan linguistic area. As for chronology, I will try to explain, for example, the different outcomes of the jers in Bulg. днес ‘today’ < днь сь and деңщийт ‘the day’ < днь ть.

My four main arguments for the importance of the areal aspect are as follows:

1. If a language is known to have been in intense contact with several other languages, the burden of proof cannot always be laid only on those proposing a contact-induced change rather than a language-internal explanation; in other words, we cannot let methodology override ontology.

2. If, for the sake of argument, we assume that Balkan Slavic acquired an enclitic definite article by internal development only, the enclitic articles in Albanian and Balkan Romance must then have been strongly influenced by Slavic, for coincidental parallel development in these neighboring languages is too improbable. This means that contact-induced language change needs still to be accounted for, though in the reverse direction.

3. Balkan Slavic has certainly developed the category of definiteness also for internal reasons, but in the Balkan feature pool (in the sense of Mufwene 2001: 4–6; 2008: 117–132) definiteness marking had several sources, and the other languages may have mutually reinforced the development in Slavic itself (Asenova 2002: 126; cf. Lindstedt 2000).

4. The multilingual communication situation in the Balkans seems to have acted as a selective environment which favored overt marking of the information structure of the sentence. Intense language contact forms a selective environment for seemingly language-internal changes even without outright structural borrowing.

The challenge is not, as Mladenova (2007: 347) maintains, to explain how a language without overt marking of definiteness can borrow it from a language that has it, but rather to explain how two or more contacting languages with partially similar systems of demonstratives can develop partially similar systems of articles through a shared drift.
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Contemporary Belarusian has two standardized variants: the so-called taraškevica, codified in 1920 by Branislau Taraškevič (hence its name), and revised for the last time in 2005, and the so-called narkamaŭka, codified by a special Commission of the Soviet Department of Education (Narodny Kamisaryjat Asveti) in 1933, and revised in 1957 and 2008.

Though its current status of official standard in Belarus’, the codification of the narkamaŭka represented, in 1933, an open attempt to russify Belarusian (Mayo1975, 1978; Bieder 2000:653), on the orthographic, morphosyntactic and lexical level: some case endings were ‘aligned’ with the Russian ones (the Gen.Sg. of feminine adjectives in –aja is –ae in taraškevica and –aj, like in Russian, in narkamaŭka), as well as the case taken by some prepositions (for instance, pa takes the Locative case in taraškevica and the Dative case in Singular and the Locative in Plural in narkamaŭka); Russian loanwords, phonetically adapted, were introduced instead of existing Belarusian words, etc.

Nowadays, after a period of debate about which one of the two standards was the most suitable to become the official one (Sjameška 1995), the taraškevica (who had been used by Belarusian writer in the emigration since 1918 until 1991, as in Soviet Belarus the narkamaŭka was used) is not allowed in public acts and publications on the territory of Belarus’: its use is limited to on-line resources (mostly newspapers or single authors who publish on the web) and to publishing houses operating abroad (Lithuanian, Czech Republic). Its use, however, has known a certain revival in the last years, especially among young people, who, being formerly Russian-speaking, decided to become Belarusian-speaking.

As it is known, in fact, Belarusian is far not the dominant language in both everyday practice and public life: both these roles are fulfilled by Russian. According to recent data, just 23% of the population habitually speaks Belarusian at home and only 19% of the pupils (both in primary and high school) is taught in this language. The sociolinguistic situation in present-day Belarus’ cannot be thus described either as ‘diglossy’ or ‘bilingualism’ (Gutschmidt 2000:77): rather, most Belarusians have just a passive knowledge of Belarusian (as it is obligatorily taught in schools) and there are no communicative situations or given sphere of use which would require an active knowledge of it (ib.).

In the last years a certain ‘revival’ of Belarusian can be observed, namely among the youngest generation (usually, the decision of beginning to use Belarusian in everyday life is accompanied by a political engagement), and it has its privileged expression in the Internet. A consistent number of young people have decided, in the last years, to begin speaking Belarusian in everyday life (of course, theirs is a somehow ‘artificial’ language, as it has been normally acquired at school, and not by family practice). Some of them, moreover, choose to begin using the taraškevica, an even more unknown standard – as it is not taught in schools nor the publication of books or periodicals following this codification is allowed.

The aim of this paper is to present the use of the Belarusian classic standard on the Internet, examining three main points:

1) the motivations who led young people to choose taraškevica instead of the more familiar narkamaŭka and their opinion about the “question of the standard”

2) the deviations from the taraškevica standard, due to the influence of the narkamaŭka (or even directly of Russian);

3) the metalinguistic debates about specific norms in taraškevica and narkamaŭka.
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Semantic Prototypes of Se-verbs in Russian and Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian: The Case of Across-the-Board Dependencies
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This paper is a comparative study presenting a difference in the semantic prototypes of Slavic se-verbs (commonly termed “reflexive” verbs) in Russian and Bosnian/Serbian/Croatian (BCS) by considering across-the-board dependencies that occur with BCS se-verbs but do not occur with Russian sja-verbs. For example, within a given phrase, two BCS verbs can share one se clitic.

(1) Poljubili smo se i zagrlili.2
‘We kissed and embraced each other.’

The clitic se in (1) appears only once for the reciprocal verbs poljubiti se and zagrliti se, which are equal in semantic function. The single se represents the two agents who act upon each other in both events. The frequency of this kind of construction is expected according to the parallelism requirement of relative prominence presented by Franks (1993). However, the across-the-board dependency can also exist when the relative prominence is less equal.

(3) Pogledali smo se i poceli smijati. [sic]3
‘We looked at each other and began to laugh.’

Pogledati se is a reciprocal verb. This is evident according to a diagnostic in which true reflexive verbs or reciprocal verbs can be rendered with the heavy reflexive pronoun4 (sebe/jedan drugog) in a different context, often for emphasis. This verb is found as brijati sebe in other contexts. The reflexive se/sebe is anaphoric, referring back to the subject. By contrast, kupati se is a middle verb in which se is not anaphoric. Similar across-the-board dependencies with se in BCS indicate that reflexive and reciprocal se-verbs are syntactically equivalent to middle and intransitive se-verbs in that they can co-occur with the same clitic se, such as in (3) where pogledati se is a true reflexive verb and smijati se is a middle verb.

These across-the-board dependencies in BCS help to show that the semantic prototype for BCS se-verbs is reflexive, and other semantic functions are related as kinds of the prototypical reflexive. A different situation exists in Russian, where -sja is affixed to the verb and must appear uniquely with each verb. The lack of across-the-board dependencies, along with other semantic tendencies in Russian, indicates that the prototype for Russian sja-verbs is not reflexive, but middle. The semantic prototypes and functions for Slavic se-verbs vary significantly between the two languages.
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2http://hogwartslife.blog.hr/
3 http://www.blogger.ba/komentari/5978/350274/str2
4 The notion of heavy versus light reflexive pronouns/middle markers is developed in Kemmer’s (1993) work as cited.
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Normal Exceptionality? Russian Temporal Adverbials with $v$ ‘in’
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Contemporary Standard Russian has a peculiar rule for temporal adverbials, whereby the case government of $v$ ‘in’ depends on the length of the time span in question. Simplifying somewhat, if the time span is shorter than a week, the accusative is used (cf. $v$ ètu minutu_ACC, $v$ èto utro_ACC, $vo$ vtornik_ACC), while for longer time spans $v$ governs the locative case (hence $v$ janvare_LOC, $v$ ètom godu_LOC, $v$ dvadcatom vekeLOC etc.). This rule is theoretically interesting for two reasons. First, the rule seems to be a counterexample to Talmy’s (1977 & 2000) claim that closed-class elements such as prepositions and case endings are magnitude neutral, in the sense that they do not include reference to absolute quantity. As Talmy (2000:26) points out, the ant crawled across my palm (a very small distance) and the bus drove across the country (a long journey) are equally felicitous, since the semantics of across is not sensitive to the magnitude of the path in question. The second reason why the Russian rule is of theoretical interest is the fact that $v$ is only magnitude sensitive in the domain of time. In spatial expressions, however, both the accusative and the locative are compatible with small and vast spaces, as predicted by Talmy (cf. $v$ karman_ACC/év karmane janvareLOC and $v$ Rossiju_ACC/év Rossii janvareLOC). In cognitive linguistics, time is traditionally analyzed as a metaphorical extension of space (Haspelmath 1997), and time-space asymmetries of the kind described above are not expected. The present paper addresses two questions: How has this typologically unusual situation developed historically and to what extent does Russian differ in this respect from the other Slavic languages?

With regard to diachrony, on the basis of examples from dictionaries and historical corpora (Regensburg Russian Diachronic Corpus http://rhssl1.uni-regensburg.de/SlavKo/korpus, beta version of the historical part of the Russian National Corpus www.ruscorpora.ru) we show that in Old Russian the accusative was the preferred case after $v$ ‘in’ temporal adverbials, and that the locative has expanded over time. However, there is considerable variation and the situation is complicated by other competing constructions, such as the genitivus temporis (Grannes 1986).

As for the cross-Slavic situation, we propose a North Slavic continuum, whereby $v$+locative is more widely used in temporal adverbials in the west than in the east. For instance, data from the Parasol corpus (www.parasol.unibe.ch) indicate that locative constructions like $ve$ volné chvilce_LOC are used as Czech equivalents of Russian temporal adverbials with $v$ + accusative, such as $v$ svobodnuyu minutu_ACC. Further complicating the picture, the genitivus temporis is more prominent in the west; in the Parasol corpus, for instance, toho dne_GEN is attested as a Czech translation of Russian $v$ tot den’ACC.

While the magnitude sensitivity of Russian temporal adverbials is exceptional in a cross-Slavic context, time-space asymmetries seem to represent a normal state of affairs; in all the Slavic languages we find differences in the distribution of the accusative and locative cases in the domains of time and space. Thus, in our paper we demonstrate that Russian temporal adverbials with $v$ ‘in’ are both typologically exceptional and normal at the same time.
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Very little computational phylogenetic work has been done within Slavic, though the family offers rich resources and is an excellent test case in view of its mix of inheritance and contact situations and its well-studied differences between the modern three-branch family tree and the known history of dispersal and spread. This paper tests the usefulness of several different kinds of characters for capturing the modern phylogeny, the early dispersal, and contact situations: sound changes, lexicostatistics (cognacy), morphological type, and combined morphological type and cognacy. We test: (1) The 12 major post-Proto-Slavic prehistoric sound changes. These replicate the 3-branch tree, distinguish northern (Lechitic + East Slavic) from southern, and most clearly distance West Slavic from the rest. (2) Loss of intervocalic *-j- in 14 exemplar wordforms (Marvan 1979): reflects the geography of central vs. peripheral languages. (3) Lexicostatistics (pilot studies, extension underway): the 22 most stable Swadesh wordlist items and the 25 least stable (Holman et al. 2008), separately graphed; both sets essentially give star phylogenies with no usable internal structure (though both distinguish Slavic from Baltic). (4) Morphological typology, specifically derivational types in two standard published verb lists for typological elicitation: the causative alternation and posture verbs (each with 15-20 verbs). These reflect the 3-branch structure imperfectly; a few individual languages are displaced in ways reflecting early contact (Slovene affinities with West Slavic, the rest of South Slavic fairly distant, the northern/southern split visible). Within all of Eurasia, Slavic is discrete and compact, and clusters more closely with Romance, Albanian, and Greek than with Baltic, and closer to Baltic than to Germanic. These morphological typological phenomena are known to be fairly stably inherited and somewhat contact-susceptible, and the Slavic behavior is as expected. (5) Cognacy plus typology: the same two wordlists, where the characters are not just the derivation types but also, for each verb, the cognacy of the root, ablaut grade, derivational suffix, conjugation type, and prefix if any. These give by far the most accurate reflection of branch and subbranch structure, plus some reflection of broad geographical configurations (central/peripheral, northern/southern).

All in all the features tested distinguish northern/southern more clearly than eastern/western, and most distinguish center/periphery. The northern and southern peripheries are quite different from each other, an effect evidently due not to pure linguistic geography (as then both peripheries should be conservative and similar) but to the different settlement and migration histories (migration into sparsely inhabited lands in the linguistically conservative northwest, much language shift and contact in the more innovative south).

The main lesson for computational phylogeny is that neither sound changes, simple root cognacy, nor typology yield fully accurate phylogenies; for that one needs to consider not just roots but derivational and inflectional classes, and not just cognacy but also type. Also, to relate phylogenies usefully to population history one needs to know not just what is shared but also what is innovative or conservative.

(Sample Splitstree diagrams on following page)
(1) Post-Proto-Slavic sound changes

(4b) Typology: Causative alternation (Baltic and Slavic)

(5b) Cognacy plus typology in the causative alternation
Mapping Kashubian in Europe: Which Linguistic Area(s) does Kashubian Belong to?
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This paper analyses areal and typological features of Kashubian that have yet to receive a full discussion in the context of the several linguistic areas, including Standard Average European (SAE), in which languages of Europe participate.

Although there has been almost no serious attempt to classify Kashubian as a member of a particular linguistic area, a few scholars have mentioned Kashubian in the context of linguistic areas. These areas are as follows: 1) the Baltic linguistic area, 2) the Rokytno linguistic area, and 3) Peripheral languages (out) of the SAE linguistic area

1) The Baltic linguistic area:
In his famous paper on the Eurasian linguistic area, Jakobson (1931) firstly placed the northern dialect of Kashubian into the Baltic linguistic area, only according to its phonological features, which was later properly dismissed by Lehiste (1988). Later on, Dahl and Koptjevskaja-Tamm (2001), and Wälchli (2011) taking into consideration grammatical features of the area’s languages, have included Kashubian into the group of Circum-Baltic languages, but, again, almost without any factual materials of Kashubian.

2) The Rokytno linguistic area:
This linguistic area was first proposed and later developed by Déscy (1973, 2000), although its phonological, morphological and syntactic features seem to be of genetic origin, rather than of convergence due to language contact.

3) Peripheral languages (out) of SAE linguistic area:
Although Kashubian has never been analysed in the framework of studies on SAE, it was Heine and Kuteva (2006) who first dealt with the language as a peripheral language in Central Europe from the view point of morphosyntactic criteria. They mention the use of the demonstrative pronoun as article, the so-called possessive perfect, and dative passive construction in Kashubian as instances of contact-induced grammatical change in the framework of grammaticalization theory, but again almost without any examples or analysis.

Taking these facts into consideration, in this paper the author will place Kashubian into proper linguistic area(s), paying special attention to its morphological and syntactic features on the basis of grammaticalization theory introduced by Bernd Heine (2005, 2006), in the context of language contact and changing sociolinguistic environments of Kashubian, such as the trend from Kashubian-German bilingualism Kashubian-Polish bilingualism.
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The English word *hamster* has quietly lived in its etymological burrow for the past century, not making too much of a ruckus. In the majority of etymological dictionaries of English (Weekley 1921, OED 1969, Klein 1971, to name a few), the word is said to have been initially borrowed from OHG *hamustro* (OSaxon *hamstra*), initially entering Europe through OSlavic *homěstoru*. This is typically where the chase ends, so to speak. However, recently having uncovered an interesting twist in the etymology from BDE (Barnhart Dictionary of Etymology 1988), I attempt to shed light on *hamster* via a view that takes *hamster* as a compound going back (at least) to Avestan *hamestara* ‘oppressor, hurling to the ground’, and, I believe, ultimately has its roots in Indic (Sanskrit).

In British English, one term is surprisingly used as a synonym for hamster: *corn weevil*. “Weevil” is a term denoting a variety of insects (usually beetles) which damage crops. While *hamsters* clearly are not insects, they certainly are notorious for damaging crops and hording grain. Moreover, living as crepuscular beings, they are less likely to be seen doing their damage, so to speak. I believe the stealthy nature of hamsters led farmers to categorize them as another pest to their crops under the general rubric ‘insect’. I tie together related etymologies for *hamster* (including Russian *hamjak* and Lithuanian *staras*, both meaning *hamster*), from the various IE languages in which it is attested in some form or another to reveal the original semantics behind the naming of the creature.
Abstract: In recent years, various approaches, hierarchies and models have been developed which claim to adequately describe and explain the lexical and structural effects of language contact. Thomason’s Borrowing Scale (e.g. 2001) has been frequently – and critically – cited. However, works which should also be noted in this field include, among others, Johanson’s Code-Copying Model (e.g. 2002) and Van Coetsem’s Two Transfer Types (e.g. 2000), which have received little attention in Slavic studies up until now.

The aim of this article is to critically discuss the above-named models with the help of various Slavic contact combinations, as well as to present possible amendments and syntheses. In doing so the aspiration is to apply a panchronic approach which should also incorporate historical contact configurations. The contact combinations examined include non-Slavic – Slavic contact, for example German – Czech; inter-Slavic contact, for example Czech – Polish or Church-Slavonic – Russian; as well as the Slavic Balkan languages that evolved as a result of convergence processes within a Sprachbund.

Linguistic data is provided by a corpus as well as relevant studies.
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Reciprocity and Temporality in Russian: a Closer Look at drug druga
Lauren Ressue, The Ohio State University
ressue.1@osu.edu

An utterance containing the English expression each other can convey different relations given the context. In the sentence, Artists painted each other, possible configurations of painting include, for example (i) each artist paints every other artist, (ii) each artist painted one other artist. Typically, an expression is called reciprocal if one of its possible interpretations is a strong reciprocal meaning, as defined in (1) and exemplified in (i).

\[(\forall x, y \in A)(x \neq y \rightarrow xRy)\]

Every member of set A is in the same relationship to every other member of A.

In addition to (1), Dalrymple et al. (1998) find four other meanings for each other. Since this expression also conveys relations other than strong reciprocity, we must ask whether all these relations are “reciprocal”, or simply expressed with the same form. One way to determine whether all the relations compatible with each other are “reciprocal” is to explore whether the same set of relations is expressed by a single marker in other languages. If so, it suggests a fundamental commonality to this set of meanings, and we can label it “reciprocal”. If there are two meanings that are only coincidentally expressed by each other, we would not expect to find them expressed by one expression in different languages. Indeed, Majid et al. (2011) show that although languages differ with regard to what meanings utterances containing reciprocal expressions can have, a set of meanings exists common to most languages.

In this study, I explore the meanings the Russian anaphoric pronoun drug druga conveys and demonstrate that the form-meaning mapping in regard to reciprocity differs from that of English’s each other, specifically in terms of temporality. The acceptability of drug druga is partially dependent on whether a relation happens simultaneously or sequentially, whereas such a distinction is not significant for each other.

I examined sentences from the Russian National Corpus and elicited acceptability judgments from consultants. Both tasks show that although drug druga can convey Dalrymple et al.’s (1998) relations, further temporal distinctions are needed to account for Russian data-felicitous usage of drug druga in many contexts requires a simultaneous relation between participants. For example,

(2) Context: Tanja looks at Vanja then looks away. Then Vanja looks at Katja and looks away. You say:

#Oni smotreli drug na druga.

they look,\text{PST} each on other

(Intended: ‘They looked at each other.’)

The relation between Vanja and Katja is strongly reciprocal and so should be expressible with drug druga, just as each other is in this context. The sentence in (2) is fine in a context when participants look at each other simultaneously. Therefore, temporality interferes in (2). In a context in which participants hit each other sequentially, however, drug druga may be used felicitously. I argue the difference is in the temporal distinction of the actions. If intervals of the relation can overlap, such as hitting, then drug druga may describe it; otherwise, it cannot.

These results suggest that a fine-grained analysis of temporality must be considered when exploring the meaning of drug druga. I also provide further evidence that, cross-linguistically, reciprocal expressions convey different sets of relations between participants, and to understand “reciprocity”, we must look at a large sample of these expressions to find the overlap between these sets.
Multiple Aspectual Correlations in Russian
George Rubinstein, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
geor@live.unc.edu

1. Russian aspectual correlations can be divided into paired (двучленные) when one form of each aspect correlates with only one form of the opposite aspect, and multiple (многочленные), when one form of an aspect correlates with two (or more) forms of the opposite aspect (Tixonov 1981: 301). There is an opinion that multiple aspectual correlations, including triplets, cannot exist because there are only two aspects in Russian – imperfective (импф) and perfective (пф). However, the idea of aspectual triplets has been given support and much attention lately. Enough is to list the names of scholars who treated this topic in one form or another: Tixonov 1959, 1998; Apresjan 1995; Emel’ianova 1972; Golovin 1999; Petruxina 1990; Jasai 1991; Zalizniak, Mikaelian 2010; Feldstein 2007; Merenkova 2003; Xrakovskii 2005, among others.

2. In multiple correlations (aspectual triplets 'тройки', quadruplets 'четвёрки', quintuplets 'пятёрки', etc.), each link of an aspectual chain (Golovin 1999) can form an aspectual pair with every link of the opposite aspect in the same chain. Thus, aspectual triplets demonstrate a chain of three links representing both импф and пф aspects, which are morphologically related and have a shared meaning. Triplets are subdivided into imperfective and perfective dependent on the prevalence of the related aspect in the chain. The traditional импф triplet contains two imperfectives and a perfective: читать (импф) – прочитать (пф) – прочитывать (импф). Imperfective quadruplets, quintuplets, etc., are formed similarly: готовить (импф) – приготовить (пф) – приготовлять (импф) – приготовлять (импф); резать (импф), резать (пф), разрезать (пф), разрезать (импф), разрезывать (импф), etc. Multiple perfective correlations contain two or more perfectives. They are subdivided into prefixed пф triplets (quadruplets, quintuplets, etc.): белить (импф) – выделить (пф) – выделить (пф) – помутить (пф); мутить (импф) – помутить (пф) – взболтать (пф); and suffixed пф triplets, quadruplets, etc.: настигать (импф) – настигать (пф) – настигнуть (пф); болтать (импф), болтать (пф), взболтать (пф), взболтать (пф), взболтать (пф). Despite the abundance of studies of aspectual triplets, that topic has not been exhausted. Almost all these studies concentrate on problems related to импф triplets. Multiple пф correlations have not received due attention. Therefore, suffixed пф correlations, as least studied, will be the focus of this presentation.

3. Verbs of the same root can form triplets of two types: morphological and aspectual (Zalizniak, Mikaelian 2010). The former are links which have no shared meaning, as in Tixonov’s example холостить – выхолостить – выхолостивать (1998: 24). The latter are morphological correlations having at least one shared meaning. Such triplets exhibit multiple aspectual correlations in which “one form of a certain aspect correlates with two (or more) forms of the opposite aspect” (Tixonov, ibid.).

4. A decisive factor in импф triplets is the availability of derived imperfective (DI), without which no импф triplet can exist. The predominant number of импф triplets is the result of the productivity of DI suffixes (-ива-, -ива-), which are the source of derivation of such type of triplets. In пф correlations, a decisive factor is the availability of a second perfective, which can be partially or fully synonymous with either импф simplex or DI or both. Multiple пф derivation is not a result of one productive source of derivation but uses various sources. These sources include: 1) phonetic variations of roots: выстругать/выступать (Ахтанов 1957:197); 2) phonetic variations of prefixes: обмести/обмести (ibid.: 200); 3) phonetic variations with a change of stress: исчеркать/исчеркать (ibid.:203-4); 4) prefixation of paired verbs of motion: нанести / наносить; 5) prefixation of aspectual correlates: народить – нарождать; 6) prefixation of same-root verbs suffixed with –у- and –а-: взмолить/взмолить; 7) prefixation of Imperfectives: ослабеть/ослабнуть; 8) prefixation of Imperfectives and Semelfactives: впихать
5. Aspectual triplets can be presented in the form of a paradigm or a chain (Golovin 1999:3).

Presentation in a chain is more usual, and the arrangement of links in the chain is more or less stable: imperfectives as extreme members and a perfective in the center, e.g: 1st link – unprefixed imperfective; 2nd link – prefixed perfective; 3rd link – DI: копить – скопить. Zaližniak, Mikaēlian (2010) proposed to change the tradition and arrange such triples by the aspect: PF – IMPF1/ IMPF2 (созреть – зреть / созревать). This kind of arrangement is used in the present study.

6. Different semantic relations can be observed between components of aspectual correlations. Following V.G. Golovin (1999:5) and A.G. Merenkova (2003:28), I distinguish three types of relations: 1) identical; 2) partially identical and 3) partially partial.

In identical relations, semantic identity can be observed between links, which is characteristic of monosemous verbs. Such are four links with the root -кап-: IMPF1 кāпать / IMPF2 вкāпывать – PF1 вкāпать / PF2 вкāпывать, which mean «Лить медленно, по капле»; and «… лекарство в рюмку» (капать, вкапывать, вкапать, вкапнуть). Synonymy of кāпать is contextual but it passes the Maslov test.

Partially identical relations characterize the triplet including three prefixed verbs IMPF1 (схлестать-1 sense) / IMPF2 (схлестять-2 senses) – PF1 (схлестать-1 sense) / PF2 (схлестнуть-2 senses), which form two aspectual pairs: схлестать/ схлестять and схлестнуть/ схлестять. In this triplet, the impf components are expressed by a syncretic verb which has a different number of senses in both impf links because it is a correlate for pf partners with a different number of senses. Besides, the prefixed verbs have no shared senses with their non-prefixed motivators. Thus none of the six senses and five sub-senses of the simplex схлестать or of the two senses of хлестнуть has the sense «Сбить, сорвать, хлестнуть чем-л., which is shared by схлестать and схлестнуть, as in Схлестать листву с куста ог Схлестнуть цветок. Therefore, “the aspectual correlate of full value for a pf verb is a derived rather than the primary impf verb” (Golovin 1999:6).

Partially partial aspectual correlations include triplets, whose all members have different number of senses. They can be observed between five verbs of the same polyseous root: кидать (4 senses), кинуть (2 senses), выкидывать (1 sense), впихнуть (6 senses), выкидывать (2 senses), which form three pairs of correlates: кидать/ кинуть; выкидывать / впихнуть/ выкидывать, which form a pf quintuplet (a five-link multiple chain): IMPF1 (кидать)/IMPF2 (выкидывать) – PF1(кинуть) /PF2 (впихнуть)/ PF3 (выкидывать). There is partial synonymy between кидать and кинуть, both of which denote throwing but кинуть implies a one-time action, while the former implies iteration.

Other examples of semantic relations between members of multiple correlations, as well as quantitative data related to suffixed pf correlations will be described in the presentation.
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This paper uses structural attraction in Croatian to explore the relationship between morphological structure and the cognitive processing of syntactic agreement. Structural attraction is false agreement in which a target agrees with the local (nearest) noun, rather than the proper but more distant controller:

(1) How much correctionSUBJ-SG of syntactic errorsLOCAL-PL are there, anyway? (Bock et al. 2006)

In a local context, syntactic errors is a viable subject for the verb; the ambiguity results in „false” plural agreement. Structural attraction is widely considered to be a language processing effect (e.g. Badecker & Kuminiak 2007; Franck et al. 2006).

Attraction effects are less common in case-inflected languages (Hartsuiker et al. 2001; Nicol & Wilson 2000) because the local noun is usually not a viable subject. However, [reference removed] showed experimentally that in Croatian, a local noun induces more agreement from a following verb when that noun is homophonous (syncretic) with nominative (e.g. hapšenja in (2a)) than when it is not (e.g. spomenike in (2b)).

(2) a. NalogNOM.SG za njihova ACC.PL hapšenja ACC.PL (morati bi) biti u pisanoj formi. „The order for their arrests (should) be in written form.”

b. StazaNOM.SG uz spomenike ACC.PL (nastavljati se) do samog podnožja gradske stijene. „The path by the monuments (continue) to the very foot of the city wall.”

This suggests that syntactic processing is sensitive to morphological structure.

The present paper expands this analysis along two lines. First, I show that attraction effects in Croatian are not solely a laboratory-induced phenomenon. Exploration of Croatian-language Wikipedia confirms that naturally-occurring attraction errors are rare but existent. In (3), tjerala su (“droveN.PL”) does not agree with either of its conjoined subjects, nor do we find masculine plural resolution. Neuter most likely occurs because ova plemena (“these tribes”) is neuter. This accusative NP is also syncretic with nominative, making (3) structurally similar to (2a).

(3) Vječiti ratovi (M).NOM.PL i opasnosti (F).NOM.PL od uvijek mogućih napada... tjeralaN.PL su3PL ova plemenaN.ACC.PL u saveze. „Perpetual wars(M).NOM.PL and dangers(F).NOM.PL from ever-possible attacks… drove N.PL these tribesN.ACC.PL into alliances.”

This and other corpus examples accord with the experimental results.

Second, I tease apart false agreement effects driven by surface identity of form, and by deep morphological identity. There are four experimental conditions for the local noun: (a) true syncretism with nominative, (b) accidental homophony with nominative, (c) „hypothetical nominative” (e.g. koncerta „concert.GEN.SG” is unambiguously non-nominative only if inflection class is known), and (d) never same as nominative. I use an acceptability judgment task and a production task to investigate how easily these conditions induce false number/gender agreement on verbs. While data collection is underway, I prediction that true syncretism will produce more attraction errors than the other conditions. The results are expected to indicate that syncretic forms are „visible” during syntactic processing, but accidentally homophonous forms and other surface similarities are not.

Previous research failed to distinguish between superficial formal identity and deep morphological identity. Doing so will shed light on exactly what is happening during syntactic processing to trigger structural attraction effects.
It is argued that Czech *rybařík* ‘kingfisher’ and Slovak *rybárik* ‘fisher’ are representatives of derivative quantity (both derived from *rybář* and *rybár*). Derivative quantity in Czech can be observed in certain derivation categories only and its distribution is controlled by the bisyllabic maximally trimoraic domain (in Bethin’s sense). Both phenomena can be labeled the “Rhythmic Law” (RL). The paper summarizes the basic principles of derivative quantity, arguing that both Czech and Slovak rhythmicity arose after the transformation of Proto-Slavic accentual paradigms into West Slavic quantitative paradigms. The author also tries to answer a question why the Rhythmic Law has been traditionally described for Slovak and scarcely observed in Czech. It seems that Czech “rhythmicity” is limited to certain derivational categories, e.g., disyllabic -ař/-ář derivatives (*rybář, mísař, kravař*) or -ik derivatives in the process of secondary derivation from -ař/-ář nouns (e.g. *rybařík*). On the other hand, the Rhythmic Law in Slovak was originally described as a phenomenon without exceptions. After the standardization of Slovak many exceptions have been adduced, yet they are hardly explained anywhere. Since the 1940s Slovak scholars have attempted to explain not so much the origin of the RL, but mainly the process of codification. Codified data have then been used as a source of material for analysis. Most Slovak authors have dealt with RL from synchronic and standard viewpoints, but few have tried to explain it historically (e.g., Pauliny) or comparatively in the context of West Slavic. It seems that Slovak linguistics takes the RL as a source “national pride” without acknowledging the possibility of the existence of the similar process in the rest of the West Slavic territory.
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Polish verbal nominals (e.g. czytanie ‘reading’, mycie ‘washing’) often behave syntactically like verbs rather than nouns, even though they have external morphosyntax of NPs (they have grammatical gender, take nominal case and number inflection, can be modified by adjectives and pronouns) and function as NPs in the greater context of the clause (as subjects, objects, PP complements, etc.). It is already generally agreed for many other languages (e.g. English in Fu et al. (2001), Bowers (2011); Irish in Carnie (2011); Sakha in Baker (2011); Quechua in Cole (2011)), that this is due to a “dual” or “mixed” structure of such nominals, which contain both a nominal and verbal projection (see (1) for a schematic representation). Polish verbal nominals are similar to verbal nominals in other languages in this respect (Rappaport (2001)) and this paper supports the thesis that this is a cross-linguistic phenomenon, and that languages differ only in details. One of these details is how much of the verbal/clausal projection is included in the verbal nominal, as this seems to be language specific, and various sizes have been proposed, from “high” nominalizations, where the whole CP is postulated inside the nominal (e.g. in Sakha – Baker (2011)) to “low” nominalizations, where only verbal head is included (e.g. nonevent nominals in English – Bowers (2011)). In my presentation, I will provide structural evidence that the verbal nominal in Polish selects the whole vP (including the full argument structure, i.e. both the internal and external arguments), which puts it in the middle of the scale.

The evidence from zrobić to anaphora (Eng. do so) resolution, which can be bound only by a VP (Kehler and Ward (1995)) indicates clearly that there must be a verbal projection inside the verbal nominal that binds the anaphora (2). This is also supported by the observation that Polish verbal nominals can participate in control constructions and can, in fact, serve as a reparation mechanism for Accusative object control which is impossible in Polish (cf. (3) to (4)). Further the positioning of the VP- and sentential adverbs shows that it is a VP that is selected by the nominal head. Finally the binding of reflexive pronouns inside the verbal nominal (5) is identical to the binding inside an infinitival phrase (6) and different to the binding inside an NP headed by an underived noun (7). Since the difference in binding between infinitives and nouns ((6) and (7)) has been attributed to the presence of the subject in the VP containing the infinitive (Reinders-Machowska (1991)), I argue that the subject position must also be retained in the verbal nominal, and it is headed by PRO if the subject is not expressed overtly (8). This provides yet another argument that the verbal nominal must select for no less than a vP in Polish.

(1)
(2) Adam tak długo namawiał Anię do zanurkowania, aż wreszcie zgodziła się to zrobić.

Adam-N so long persuade-PAST.3.SG Ania-A to diving-PF.G until finally agree-PAST.3.SG

‘Adam was trying to persuade Ania to dive for such a long time, that she finally agreed to do it’

(3) *Adam poprosił Anię napisać list

Adam-N ask-PAST.3.SG Ania-A write-INF letter-A

(intended) ‘Adam asked Ania to write a letter’

(4) Adam poprosił Anię o napisanie listu

Adam-N ask-PAST.3.SG Ania-A about writing-PF.A letter-G

‘Adam asked Ania to write a letter’

(5) [Adam1 nakazał Piotrowi2 odwiedzenie swojej1/*2 / jego1/*2 cioci]

Adam-N1 order-PAST.3.SG Piotr-D2 visiting-PF.A self-G1/*2 / his-G1/*2 aunt-G

‘Adam ordered Piotr the visiting of his own / his aunt’

(6) [Adam1 nakazał Piotrowi2 [PRO2 odwiedzić swoją1/*2 / jego1/*2 ciocię]]

Adam-N1 order-PAST.3.SG Piotr-D2 PRO2 visit-INF self-A1/*2 / his-A1/*2 aunt-A

‘Adam ordered Piotr to visit his own / his aunt’

(7) [Adam1 nakazał Piotrowi2 wizytę u swojej1/*2 / jego1/*2 cioci]

Adam-N1 order-PAST.3.SG Piotr-D2 visit-A at self-G1/*2 / his-G1/*2 aunt-G

‘Adam ordered Piotr (to make) a visit to his own / his aunt’

(8) Adam1 nakazał Piotrowi2 [DP [vP PRO2 odwiedzenie swojej1/*2 / jego1/*2 cioci]]

Adam-N1 order-PAST.3.SG Piotr-D2 PRO2 visiting-A self-G1/*2 / his-G1/*2 aunt-G

‘Adam ordered Piotr the visiting of his own / his grandmother’
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As proposed by Progovac (2005) the clausal structure in Serbian comes in two layers: Pol$_{S}$P (the subject layer) and Pol$_{O}$P (the object layer). Analyzing subjunctive and indicative *da*-complements in Serbian within Progovac’s (2005) clausal proposal and Giannakidou’s (2009) notion of (non)veridicality, I claim that indicative *da*-complements are introduced by *da* [+veridical] projected in Pol$_{S}$P while subjunctive *da*-complements are introduced by *da* [-veridical] projected in Pol$_{O}$P. In contrast to Progovac (2005), I propose that the lower Pol$_{O}$P domain lacks T$_{O}$P projection, and that PNP$^{5}$ (perfective non-past) and INP (imperfective non-past) anchored by *da* [-veridical] in subjunctive complements have no tense projections. On the contrary, I claim that the higher Pol$_{S}$P domain does not lack T$_{S}$P, which is responsible for checking tense features associated with the auxiliary clitics and the INP anchored by *da* [+veridical].

Evaluation of data suggests that the *da* [+veridical] can select for any tense, it requires clitics to follow it, it allows negation to separate it from the complement verb, and it creates a domain for negation licensing of NI-NPIs (ni-negative polarity items) and negation anti-licensing of I-NPIs (i-negative polarity items). On the other hand, the *da* [-veridical] disallows any other tense but the Non-Past restricting its complement selection to PNP and INP, it allows clitics to precede it, and it does not allow negation to separate it from the verb.

The notion of different *da* projections allows for a more uniform explanation of clitic placement, tense restrictions, and licensing of NPIs in the indicative and subjunctive *da*-.

---

$^{55}$ The notions of (non)veridicality and PNP/INP are adopted from Giannakidou (2009).
complements. Finally, one of the most important claims this analysis provides is that mood interpretation (indicative vs. subjunctive) in Serbian is co-dependent on the matrix verb as well as the selection of the embedded da-complement.

(1)a. Znam da pravim tortu.
   know-1sg da make-1sg.imprf. cake
   i. I know that I am making the cake.
   ii. I know how to make a cake.

b. Znam da napravim tortu.
   know-1sg da make-1sg.perf. cake
   i. I know how to make a cake.
   ii. It happens that I (on occasion) make a cake.

As observed in (1a-b) factive znati (know) can select either da [+veridical] or da [-veridical]. The interpretation of (1a) or (1b) is dependent on the semantic properties of the matrix verb, da selection, and the aspect/tense selection of the embedded verb. As noted by Quer (2010: 168) “the verb meaning is not the only factor determining the choice of mood” since “[verb’s] interaction with other elements like operators, aspect, or presupposition can be decisive in determining the mood in the embedded clause.” It is exactly this observation that provides an answer for Serbian: da projected in Pol_{3}P, which selects for INP, past, or future tenses, allows for the indicative interpretation while another da projected in Pol_{2}P, which only selects for PNP or INP, allows for the subjunctive interpretation.
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Linguistic purity: how linguistic ideology affects speakers of Surzhyk, Ukrainian, and Russian in Ukraine
Susan Vdovichenko, Washington & Jefferson College
susan.vdovichenko@gmail.com

The way that language and power interact affects every person in society. On one hand, language can be overtly connected to power, with only one language (and its speakers) given access to desired positions in society through the use of an official language. In a much more subtle way, ideas about “proper” or “clean” language also allow speakers of a specific type of language to maintain positions of power over those who speak “incorrectly.” In Ukraine, after nearly a century of widely varying linguistic policies and customs, Ukrainian was declared the sole official language in 1991. Two decades later, language issues remain critical. Even as politicians argue about the use of language in an official capacity, an ideal is being held up about pure language, both Russian and Ukrainian, and those that speak a mixture between the two are similarly at a disadvantage. This paper looks at the results of surveys and interviews conducted by the author in Simferopol, Kherson, Kyiv, and Kharkiv, Ukraine, to help understand the way that people relate to each other based on their speech. This paper adds to available scholarly research about the situation in Ukraine, for example Laada Bilaniuk’s Contested Tongues: Language Politics and Cultural Correction in Ukraine (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press), by using quantitative and qualitative data to fully illustrate the current linguistic situation.
The 13th-century manuscript known as Hilandar 23 contains the earliest extant copy of the Proglas, the Slavic verse prologue to the Gospels, attributed to St. Cyril (Konstantin Filosof). The manuscript also includes all four Gospels, prayers, a synaxarion, and a menologion; most of the manuscript is written by the same scribe. Most previous research on the Proglas has been restricted to reconstructions of the original Old Church Slavonic text, literary discussions, and debates over its authorship.

The central goal of this project, however, is to provide a precise linguistic description of this manuscript, including variant features of orthography, phonology, and morphology. Although the language of Hilandar 23 has been classified as the Serbian (Raška) recension of Old Church Slavonic, the Proglas exhibits unexpected spellings in certain grammatical forms. Close reading revealed cases of spelling etymological back ďer as o and front nasal and jat as a, which suggests influence from East Slavic or the central Balkans (modern-day Macedonia).

Close reading of the Proglas and sampling of other portions of the manuscript, including parts written by different scribes, has shed light on the distribution of variant features as well as their possible origins, whether due to dialects or personal scribal influence. Sampling shows that these features are generally limited to the Proglas and restricted to certain stems and grammatical forms. These features most likely appear due to either East Slavic or central Balkan influence; both are possibilities, although certain factors, including the history of the Proglas as a South Slavic text, decrease the likelihood of an East Slavic provenance.
Approaching variability in Slovenian vs. Czech aspect from a pan-Slavic perspective
Ruprecht von Waldenfels, Universität Bern
waldenfels@issl.unibe.ch

Previous research into cross-Slavic variation in the use of verbal aspect has pointed to a rather exceptional position of Slovenian among the Slavic languages (Galton, 1981; Dickey, 2000, 2003). In the paper this is approached from a parallel corpus perspective. Using a corpus-driven approach based on the ParaSol corpus, von Waldenfels (2012) could confirm Dickey’s (2000) broad division of Slavic aspect use into an Eastern and Western Group as well as Benacchio’s (2010) compatible analysis for aspect use in the imperative. A similar finding for aspect use in negated past events is reported in von Waldenfels (forthc.). However, in both these studies the languages of the Western Group, primarily Slovene and Czech/Slovak, seem to be much less similar to each other than the languages of the Eastern Groups.

The present study builds on these results and examines aspect use in Slovenian and Czech against the background of aspect use in equivalent translated text chunks across other Slavic languages. On the basis of three different environments of aspect usage, namely the imperative, negated past forms, and non-past finite verb forms, the variability of aspect in the Slovenian and Czech texts is assessed by determining the frequency of the actual forms and their aspectual partners in large reference corpora. From preliminary investigations it is expected that aspect choice in Slovenian is much more restricted than in Czech, pointing to important differences between aspect use in these two languages.
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Democratization in public life, heightened self-awareness of minority groups across Europe and simultaneous processes of globalization, glocalization and localization have all intensified the urge to adapt and adjust to the new global/glocal context and have imposed in Europe a specific, plurilingual view on the importance of foreign languages, and special importance of developing national strategies for language learning, which could contribute to preservation, or to obtaining a “linguistic ecological harmony” at the global level. Linguistic variety of the continent is fully recognized as a key factor for strengthening European unity, and its maintenance and valorization is strongly supported in the face of the ever sounding alarm about the overarching presence of English as the global lingua franca (Seidlhofer, 2005: 340, House, 2003; Bugarski, 2005). The implicit and explicit objectives as well as planned outcomes of a specific language policy and planning vary significantly in accordance with the socio-political, epistemological and strategic attitudes of the language planners in different socio-political and cultural contexts around the world (Ricento, 2000, 2006; Filipović, Vučo, Djurić, 2007; Filipović, 2009). Council of Europe and the European Union continuously search for alternative ways to create new learning and teaching practices, which would take into account a number of individual and communicative needs. However, the role of small languages is equally important in that they may retain and maintain their own linguistic expression in the territorial, cultural and historical sense.

Following historical changes in the Western Balkans, Serbian language is gaining a specific importance in the linguistic market over the past few years, having entered a common social, economical and political space among the languages of communication. A new role of the Serbian language in plurilingual European context includes also new aspects of teaching and learning this language in its multiple global and regional paradigms: as the language of a milieu, a foreign language, non-native language, or a national language and a language of education.

The paper refers to the criteria for creating the internationally recognized proficiency levels of Serbian L2 related to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, to formulate by academia and State agencies to support the Serbian as an L2 (Filipović, 2007:226). The criteria should be applied to the tests of Serbian language as L2, along with the requirements which need to be met if Serbia is to become a member of international organizations of L2 testing and evaluation as Association of Language Testers of Europe, http://www.alte.org, to design the database of standardized tests, programs, courses, online courses and didactic materials (Vučo 2007:108, 2010:280). The standardized criteria will recognize to its speakers a functional value in international communication (educational systems abroad, labor market, international organizations etc.).
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6The linguistic objective of Europe should be trilingual individuals who would speak 1. their L1 (language for identification), 2. a lingua franca (language of global or continental communication, such as English, French, Spanish, Chinese, or other), and 3. a personal adoptive language, which should be developed as an L2 to the full extent of an individual’s capacities. (European Commission, 2008).


The Effect of Teaching Foreign Language Vocabulary in Semantic Groups: A Study of Russian Language-Learners and Vocabulary Acquisition
Kate White, The Ohio State University
kate.a.white@gmail.com

A long-standing assumption in the field of second language acquisition research is that learning words in semantic groupings has a positive effect on acquisition and retention, though this assumption was not based on empirical evidence (Finkbeiner & Nicol, 2003). This assumption is common among researchers and instructors of second languages, as it seems to fit intuitively with one of the most popular current teaching methods for foreign languages, the communicative method.

Previous results have shown that grouping words semantically for word-learning is misguided (Erten & Tekin, 2008; Finkbeiner & Nicol, 2003; Papathanasiou, 2009). The use of this method was initially based on results from studies on monolingual memory. The most important issues with this explanation are: 1. Memorization and word-learning are two different cognitive processes, and 2. Monolinguals and bilinguals cannot be compared in this way (Grosjean, 1998).

The methodologies of previous studies have not been consistent in treatment of various processing variables that may influence word-learning. These include proficiency level and processing depth. Speakers at higher proficiency levels may be less influenced by semantic groupings because of greater control of the language (Altarriba & Mathis, 1997). However, few have investigated proficiency level, perhaps due to the use of non-words rather than second-language vocabulary in some studies. As for processing depth, semantic groupings may actually be learned better, though slower, due to being processed more deeply (Schneider, Healy, & Bourne, 2002). The purpose of this study was to explore the issue of semantic groupings while considering these processing issues. This study also contributes data to the literature from a new language, Russian.

A word-learning task was presented to Russian language learners at two levels of proficiency (first- and third-year) over a two-week period. The task was presented in the classroom in a close simulation of classroom vocabulary learning. In the first session they learned words in semantic groupings; in the second they learned words grouped randomly. In order to test the variable of processing depth, early and late post-tests were used. The post-tests include a production task (picture-naming) and a recognition task (word-decision). The reaction time and accuracy of the participants were measured and analyzed.

The results demonstrate that semantic groupings influence the processing of language-learners. In agreement with previous studies, the assumption about semantic groupings in word-learning is not supported by this study. This study contributes to the body of literature on the use of semantic-groupings in word-learning. The purpose was to more strictly control the variable of processing depth and to introduce the variable of proficiency level. Finally, this study contributes data from learners of Russian, who were enrolled in Russian at the time of the experiment and learned the words in a classroom setting.
This talk investigates the usage of impersonal modals with or without a dative argument in contexts of potential face-threatening acts (Brown and Levinson 1987), especially advice-giving, in Modern Russian.

According to (Timberlake 2004, 365), modal dative-with-infinitive constructions developed from historically free dative-with-infinitive constructions (c.f. as nam rabotat'! ‘to.uus.DAT work.INF’ in Modern Russian). Impersonal modals involve such modal predicates such as nužno/nado ‘necessary’, možno ‘possible’, nel’zja ‘forbidden, impossible’, sleduet ‘appropriate’, stoit ‘worth it’ and short adjectives such as trudno ‘hard’, xorošo ‘good’ (with a subjunctive variant xorošo by ‘it would be good’). These modals express a general obligation; they can include a dative of the goal (a specific individual) at whom the obligation is directed: [mne] nado dopisat' pismo ‘[I.DAT] have to finish writing the letter’.

Not surprisingly, impersonal modals are frequent in contexts of potential face-threatening acts, especially in advice-giving. Contrasting usages with and without a dative argument, I show how these constructions can remove reference to both the advice-giver and the addressee of the advice. By using impersonal predicates such as nužno/nado ‘necessary’ without a dative argument, the adviser signals that the advice offered is objective; there is an element of inevitability and necessity in following this advice; this redresses the face-threatening aspect of the advice, since the illocutionary force is marked as universal, proposing that an action is objectively necessary.

Though the dative argument used to be a required part of the DAT+INF construction, I question whether the dative argument is a required component of the [DAT]+modal predicate+INF construction in Modern Russian. Statements such as nado rabotat’ ‘[I] must work’ or nado rozhdat’ ‘[you] have to give birth!’ in my data attest to the productivity of this construction with a modal predicate +INF realization and a universalizing meaning. The ubiquity of dative-less realizations might point at the increasing the impersonality of this construction and its interpretation as a statement of universal/objective truth that applies to all referents; nevertheless, a referent can still be specified with the dative argument. Examining this evolving usage, I discuss how constructions may change over time under the influence of pragmatic motivations.
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Associations between Conditionals and Habituality in Slavic Languages
Jurij Knjazev, Saint Petersburg State University
kyp@mail.natm.ru

1. In Bulgarian, common Slavic iterative verbs with the suffix -va/-iva- (e.g., Russian byvat’ ‘be (habitually)’ from < byt’ ‘be’ or xaživat’ ‘go (habitually)’ < xodi t’ ‘go’) now are used mainly as the forms of so called ‘conditional mood of willingness’ (Bulg. uslovnoto naklonenie za gotovnost):
   (1) Bulgarian (Stankov 1969: 135)
   Ne sǎm gladen, ama ako počerpite, pijvam edno vince
   ‘I am not hungry, but if you entertain me, I would like to drink some wine’.

2. In Serbian and Upper Sorbian, the meaning of the Past Habitual may be expressed by an analytical form of the conditional mood consisting of a special form of the verb be (or an invariable verbal particle of the same origin) and the main verb in the past tense form in -l:
   (2) Serbian (Mønnesland 1984: 72)
   a. Kad god bi popila čašu rakije, napila bi se
   ‘When(ever) she drank a glass of brandy she would get drunk’;
   b. Kad bi popila čašu rakije, napila bi se
   ‘If she drank a glass of brandy she would get drunk’;
   (3) Upper Sorbian (Fasske, Michalk 1981: 266)
   K narodinam by nan malemu jubilarej stajnje calty z kolbasku přinjesl
   ‘For the son’s birthday, father used to bring rolls with sausage for the small jubilant’.

3. Similar meaning may be rendered by Russian conditional mood in universal concessive constructions with the particle ni:
   (4) Kogda by ona ni pila, vsegda napivaetsja
   ‘Every time she drinks she gets drunk’.

4. Macedonian forms of the Future-in-the-past, consisting of the main verb in the form of imperfect accompanied by the future marker ţe, may render, besides, unreal conditional meaning and iterativity in the past:
   (5) Macedonian (Usikova 1977: 263)
   a. Ţe dojdev, ako imav vreme
   ‘I would come in time if I had enough time’;
   b. Ţe dojdeše, ţe sedneše, pa ţe staneše i ţe izlezeše bez da prozbori
   ‘He used to come in, take a seat, then get up and go out without a word’.

5. Ability of constructions of different origin in various not-adjacent languages to express both habituality and irreality may hardly be treated as accidental. Verbal forms with a similar combination of meanings are also found in Armenian, English, the Modern Greek and a number of other languages (Cristofaro 2004). The point of connection of these two meanings lies, perhaps, in the fact that both categories refer to situations which do not occur strictly within the reference time. The iterative meaning excludes the specification of the single occasion in which the situation took place, whereas conditional describes situations that yet desired or, on the contrary, cannot occur (Knjazev 1997: 269).
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The traditional reconstruction of the IDE phonemic system leads to the structure:

\[ T \quad D \quad \mathcal{D} \quad \mathcal{Dh} \]

That system is often reinterpreted with the use of the glottalic theory, but for the purpose of our paper we will keep the traditional terminology.

The Balto-Slavic languages have only an opposition based on the voice-feature, the former IE voiced aspirates having merged with the voiced counterparts.

\[ T \quad \mathcal{Dh} \]

The general opinion is that Slavic data offer no possibility of internal reconstruction both of the IE voiced and voiced aspirated, but with an application of the Winter’s law we can at least sometimes distinguish a different origin of the Balto-Slavic voiced stops. Winter’s law, remarkably reworked by Kortlandt, proposes that if in an acute syllable vowel preceded an original voiced stop, the resulting vowel is a long acute vowel: cf. OIA ádmi, átti vs. Lith. jstį, Latv. ėst, SCR. jěstį, OCS jasti < *SL. ėsti “eat”.

More interesting is a question of the unvoiced aspirated stops. As known, in the Indo-Iranian languages the unvoiced aspirated stops are a regular result of the development of clusters \( T+H \) (cf. OIA rathā- “chariot” vs. Lat. rota “wheel”, OIA khidāti “to tear” vs. Lat. caede “I kill” etc.). There is no internal proof for the existence of the unvoiced aspirated in the Baltic languages yet because the cluster \( T+H \) is realized in Baltic as \( T \) only (OIA ś struck “stand” vs. Lith. stoti “to stand”).

The reflexes of the cluster \( T+H \) in Slavic are more generous but only for the cluster \(*k+H\). See the following examples: OIA śkhX “branch, twig”, Ru. soxá “plough”, Cz. socha “sculpture”, SCR. sôha “forked stick” vs. Lith. šaká “branch”, Goth. hōha “plough”; OCS x̱rab(s)r̀ “brave”, OIA khāra- “sharp, hard” vs. Latv. skārbs, Germ. scharf “sharp” but OCS pěny “foam”, Lat. spūma, OE f Xm, Lith. spāinė “foam” vs. OIA phena- “foam”; OCS stati, Lith. stoti, Lat. ste “stand” vs. ś struck “stand”.

From the examples above we can suppose that at least the clusters \(*k+H\) phonologized in Slavic as \( x \), which merged with the \( x \) resulting from borrowings (OCS x̱elb “bread”) or (and more importantly) with a post-rukì-rule back variation of \( š (\prec *s) \).

In my paper I would like to sketch both the detailed history of the aspirated in Balto-Slavic and Slavic and the internal chronology of the whole series of developments and to discuss general validity of my observations for both branches of the Balto-Slavic languages.
This paper seeks to understand the non-canonical properties of the colloquial Balkan Slavic anaphor nego si in traditional binding theoretic (BT) terms. This item differs from the anaphors found in other Slavic languages in that it expresses phi-features (person-number-gen). However, it is nothing like English himself, since, as described by Schürcks (2003, 2006, 2008), it flouts standard structural requirements which restrict the set of antecedents to sufficiently local c-commanding expressions. These forms are thus not reflexive in the standard sense (cf. Reuland and Reinhart 1993) of marking a predicate as reflexive. Schürcks provides numerous examples which show nego si to be “exempt” (in the sense of Pollard and Sag 1992) from the binding theory. Compare well-behaved sebe si in the (a) examples with apparently BT exempt nego si in the (b) examples:

(1) a. Ivanovijat bašta kritikuva sebe si.
   ‘Ivan’s father criticizes SEBE SI.’ [= Ivan; ≠ bašta]

b. Ivanovijat bašta kritikuva nego si.
   ‘Ivan’s father criticizes NEGO SI.’ [= Ivan; = bašta]

(2) a. Ivan razkazva na doktora istorii za sebe si.
   ‘Ivan tells the doctor stories about SEBE SI.’ [= Ivan; ≠ doktora]

b. Ivan razkazva na doktora istorii za nego si.
   ‘Ivan tells the doctor stories about NEGO SI.’ [= Ivan; = doktora]

(3) a. Ivan kazva če doktorǔt mrazi sebe si.
   ‘Ivan says that the doctor hates SEBE SI.’ [≠ Ivan; = doktorǔt]

b. Ivan kazva če doktorǔt mrazi nego si.
   ‘Ivan says that the doctor hates NEGO SI.’ [= Ivan; = doktorǔt]

Schürcks claims that what makes nego si special is that it forces an interpretation taken from the speaker’s point of view (POV), in the sense of Kuno 1987 and, for Slavic, Yokoyama 1986. In this paper I expand on her insight, arguing that the “anaphor extending” possessive clitic si enforces the imposition of the speaker’s (“ [+speaker]” perspective more generally (e.g., in sebi si as well), but rejecting her need for [+subject], since this is derivable from the anaphor’s morphological properties. I also argue that this effect of adding si is a Balkanism: Turkish has both kend i ‘self’ and kendisi ‘self’s self’, for example, and the data suggest that si is playing a similar POV role in that language. I also argue that the POV anaphor phenomenon is connected to other typological hallmarks, such as (i) grammaticalization of an “reported” vs. “witnessed” distinction (4a), (ii) the prominence of preverbal topics (4b), and (iii) clitic doubling, with its implication not only of overt topics (4c), but also wholesale silent ones (4d).

(4) a. Ivan (e) nameri li knigata. ‘(I attest that) Ivan found the book.’
   b. Ivan nameri li knigata? ‘As for Ivan, did he find the book?’
   c. Knigata ja nameri Ivan. ‘As for the book, Ivan found it.’
   d. PRO/pro nameri ja Ivan. ‘It was found by Ivan.’

Finally, a formalization of anaphoric POV is developed in terms of a syntactic position for a discourse prominent element, leading the way to unification of these seemingly disparate typological phenomena.
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The paper will discuss syllables in modern standard Czech. It will be argued that they can be described upon a model consisting of nine positions of which five are syllable-initial, one nuclear and three syllable-final. Each position can be either occupied by a phoneme belonging to a certain set, or empty (see the figure below; the capitals stand for consonants for which certain features such as voicing are predictable from the context). If a phoneme belongs to a position stretching over several other positions, the difference between those positions is irrelevant for it. For example, whereas /j/ can be preceded by four other consonants (cf. /FSkvjeT/ “prosperity”), /d/ can be preceded by two consonants only (cf. /FŠdělání/ “education”). By different ways the positions are filled with a phoneme or left empty, we get syllables in Czech. For example, in /a/ “and” all syllable-initial and syllable-final positions are empty (i.e. /a/ = /a/), while in /FSkvjeT/ all syllable-initial positions are filled with a phoneme (i.e. /FSkvjeT/ = /FSkvjeT/; cf. also /Stan/ “tent” = /St/ “tent” = /St/ “tent”), /PŠtroS/ pštros “ostrich” = /Pšt/ “ostrich”.

However, not all combinations the model allows for correspond to attested and possible syllables in Czech, for example /tvjeT/, i.e. /tvjeT/ or /FŠtřīT/, i.e. /FŠtřīT/ or /Tpmel/, i.e. /Tpmel/. We can intuitively say that /Tpmel/ is not a well-formed syllable in Czech, whereas /TvjeT/ is (cf. attested /dvje/ “two” or /kvjeT/ “flower”), though in the case of /FŠtřīT/ the intuition need not be sufficient. There are obviously certain restrictions limiting the combinability of phonemes. Thus, /Tpmel/ is ruled out because the labial occlusives cannot occur before the labial nasal syllable-initially in Czech, and so is /FŠtřīT/ because /ř/ cannot combine with the palatal fricatives within a single combination.

The author has compiled a comprehensive list of these restrictions which will filter out ill-formed combinations out of the combinations the model allows. It will be argued that the result will be two kinds of combinations, i.e. two kinds of syllables: (1) all combinations and syllables attested in Czech (N.B. there are over 400 syllable-initial and 100 syllable-final consonantal combinations attested; the model generates all of them), and (2) combinations and syllables not attested but having such a structure that they are potential combinations and syllables Czech. That is, should there ever be such a need, the Czech grammar could make use of these combinations in brand new words. A simple computer program can be created for listing these combinations.
The issue As it is the case in many other languages, in Polish there are “real future forms”, which have only future time reference (see (1a,b)) and so-called “futurates” (see (2)), which as such are not future forms, but nonetheless can (at least in some contexts) refer to future-oriented eventualities (see Copley 2008, 2011).

(1) a. Ajax zagra z FC Porto. *simple future (SF)*
Ajax play.prs.perf.3sg with FC Porto
‘Ajax will play with FC Porto.’
(it cannot mean: ‘Ajax is playing with FC Porto.’)

b. Ajax będzie grał / grać z FC Porto. *periphrastic future (PF)*
Ajax be.aux.3sg play.prt.impf.sg.m /play.inf.impf with FC Porto
‘Ajax will be playing with FC Porto.’
(it cannot mean: ‘Ajax is playing with FC Porto.’)

(2) Ajax gra z FC Porto *futurate*
Ajax play.prs.impf.3sg with FC Porto
‘Ajax is playing with FC Porto (at the moment of speaking or in the future).’

Given that language usually does not tolerate redundancy, the question is why there are so many ways of referring to future eventualities in Polish. In this talk we will show that even if the future forms in (1a) and (1b) are not mutually exclusive, there are nevertheless clear preferences as to when the form in (1a) and when the form in (1b) is used. The most important difference between these forms is that in contexts which express pre-planned or pre-arranged future eventualities only the latter form (i.e., (1b)) is good. Interestingly, the notion of a PLAN is also relevant in the case of futurates. As will be shown in the talk, these forms can only refer to future eventualities in contexts in which the existence of a PLAN is presupposed.

Questions to be answered: If both the future form in (1b) and the futurate in (2) have something to do with PLANs, the question is whether these forms differ semantically, whether their interaction with a PLAN is the same, and what the nature of this interaction is. More specifically, we will address the following questions:

Q1: Why is it so that if the existence of a PLAN is presupposed, futurates are preferred over PF (= periphrastic future) and SF (= simple future)?

Q2: Why is it so that if the speaker wants to convey the meaning that a future eventuality is consistent with some PLAN, but the existence of a PLAN as such is not presupposed (or it is not immediately recoverable from a context) PF is preferred over futurates and SF?

Q3: Why is it so that in contexts in which a future eventuality cannot be pre-planned since we want to have an option of changing or preventing the future outcomes SF is preferred over futurates and PF?

The goal of the paper is to answer these questions and in particular to clarify the role of plannability / PLANs in the cases under discussion. We will base our analysis on a force-theoretic model developed by Copley (2011) and Copley and Harley (2011).

Gender Stereotypes in Georgian and Russian Paremies:
Concepts: deda /мать and mama/отец
Irine Chachanidze, Akaki Tsereteli State University
ichachanidze@yahoo.com

For folk linguistics empirical material is presented in the form of the folk legends, epistolary pieces of writing, phraseologisms and etc. Paremiology has been chosen intentionally as the research subject _ it is located at the intersection of phraseology and folklore. Therefore, the study of proverbs and figurative expressions is very valuable for linguoculturology in general. Paremies are the texts that are accumulated in folk culture. The abovementioned texts clearly and distinctly present those segments of life and consciousness of the mankind that are connected to the perception of the laws and traditions of the society.

Differences between men and women have always been the subject of interest since the ancient times. Certain stereotypes have been formed a lot of which is still preserved in paremies.

There is one more issue in Language and Gender Studies concerning deda /мать and mama/отец (the words for mother and father in Georgian), and their cognitive range in language and culture. Cognitive linguistics has proved that both the process and outcomes of metaphorization have both special peculiarities and unique features. (Kikvidze, 2002). When studying gender issues in paremies cultural differences are manifested more interestingly. Thus, we focused on two words denoting the gender in Georgian and Russian languages: deda/мать and mama/отец. It is significant that apart from denotative meaning they possess quite interesting and noteworthy reference that in fact, indicates cultural differences. In terms of the research question and the material to be analyzed these concepts and their denoting lexemes in paremies provide extremely valuable data. (Кирилина, 1997).

It is clear that: deda/мать and mama/отец can't be analyzed along with the other words denoting a man and a woman. Due to the specificity that is conditioned by the social connotation of these concepts the above-mentioned words are the subject of metaphorization in various languages, but it does not necessarily mean that the metaphors derived from these words have one and the same shape in every language. For example: in Georgian: ‘deda naxe, mama naxe, švili ise gamonaxe’ [Like mother, like child]; in Russian, ‘Каковы родители, таковы и детки’. ‘ded-mama švilistvis, švili k ’i tavistvisao’; [One father can better nourish ten children than ten children can nourish one father]; in Russian, ‘Один отец прокормит десять детей, нежели десять детей одного отца’.

The following materials have been used as the source for the presented paper: ‘Georgian-Russian and Russian-Georgian Proverbs’ (1976), Н.С. Ашукин, М.Г. Ашукина’Крылатые слова’ (1960), ‘Пословицы русского народа’, сборник В. Даля (1984).
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L1 & L2 Processing of Clause-Internal Phrasal Scrambling in Russian
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Word order variability is used in morphologically rich languages to encode information status and discourse prominence (Watson 2010). While some languages (Italian) discourage special acoustic marking of ex-situ discourse-prominent constituents, others (Georgian) recruit additional prosodic licensing of prominent constituents independently of their position in the sentence (Skopeteas 2010). Psycholinguistic studies (Erdocia et al. 2009) find that processing scrambled sentences is context-restricted and often resource-intensive, which may explain why focus-driven constituent displacement may preclude concurring acoustic prominence.

In the absence of prior experimental work, it is unclear whether positioning the prominent constituent ex-situ and marking it acoustically results in a yet higher processing load or, on the contrary, facilitates processing non-canonical word orders. Turning to L2 acquisition, it is unknown if L2 learners of a “free” word order language with no/little L1 experience of word order flexibility show a processing advantage when one vs. both prominence cues are present (scrambling only vs. scrambling & acoustic marking). The goal of our study is to test the relative accessibility of acoustically emphasized in- and ex-situ focused discourse constituents in Russian with both native Russian speakers and L1-English L2-Russian learners, and to compare the processing costs of the prominence cues in these populations.

A Probe Recognition Task crossed canonical SVO and non-canonical OVS sentences (1) with 3 context types, matching, non-matching, and generic and 2 prosodic conditions, with or without emphasis, for a total of 12 conditions (8 tokens per condition) counterbalanced across two test versions. Probes were 1-3-syllable long lexical nouns matching or not matching the discourse-prominent NP. To date, 12 native Russian speakers and 13 upper-intermediate–advanced L2-Russian learners have been tested. A screening ensured that learners are familiar with all verbs used in the stimuli and can correctly interpret OVS sentences.

All respondents were equally good at recognizing lexical probes independently of the test condition, indicating that they understood the task (Table 1). Both groups showed greater mean RTs in the generic context condition (t=2.63, p<0.01). The L2 group only showed greater mean RTs in the OVS condition (t=1.92, p=0.05), independent of the context or emphasis (Figures 1,2). Figure 2 illustrates a dissociation of the context & emphasis effects for L1 and L2 respondents evident from greater mean learners’ RTs to the no-emphasis stimuli in the OVS condition (t=2.03, p<0.05) and faster OVS but slower SVO RTs to the no-emphasis stimuli in the L1 group (t=2.34, p<0.05, t=-2.12, p<0.05). In the matching context condition, mean RTs to accented SVO and unaccented OVS stimuli are nearly identical for the L1 group (Figure 2), which contradicts the Scrambling Complexity hypothesis (Sekerina 1999, Mishra 2011).

Our findings reveal that acoustic cues were used opportunistically by the L2 speakers of Russian and made the OVS stimuli more accessible. Selective application of the acoustic cues by the L1 group provides novel evidence for a complementary relationship between acoustic prominence and constituent dislocation in Russian, invisible to even the proficient L1 English L2 speakers.

We will discuss these findings in light of different theories of scrambling processing.

---

7 A follow-up acceptability judgment task has so far shown that the L1 and L2 respondents were sensitive to both, generic and non-matching context conditions. While the non-matching context condition received the lowest acceptability ratings (z=4.62, p<0.001) it did not slow down the reaction times in the Probe Recognition task because of introducing the first mention of the probe.
In this talk, we will deal with constructions where the propositional argument of the matrix predicate is realized non-canonically, i.e., by a conditional clause (cf. 1.). We dub them (C)onditional (A)rgument (C)lauses and will discuss the syntactic and semantic status of CACs as well as the aspectual and semantic properties of the verb classes licensing them.

First, we will show that a CAC is an adverbial clause, which restricts the matrix clause on the one hand and provides the propositional argument clause of the matrix predicate on the other (cf. Williams 1974 and Pullum 1987 for English, Fabricius-Hansen 1980 and Hinterwimmer 2012 for German, and Quer (2002) for Spanish and Catalan). We treat CACs as adverbial clauses for the following reasons: (i) unlike canonical that-argument clauses, CACs cannot be adjoined to PPs (cf. 2). (ii) CACs cannot occur as fragmentary answers to complement questions relating to a given event as exemplified in (3). (iii) The paraphrase of constructions with CACs can contain a that-clause in the complement position of the matrix predicate (cf. 4). Accordingly, similar to Pesetsky (1991) we consider CACs to be a part of the VP being base-generated as VP- or vP-Adjuncts.

Second, it seems to be common sense that CAC-licensors are predicates allowing a factive interpretation – e.g. żałować ‘regret’ in (6). The CAC σ in a construction with such a predicate is either regarded as a protasis of an implication σ ⇒ τ(σ) (cf. Williams 1974, Fabricius-Hansen 1980) or as the restrictor of an operator in the matrix clause: [ϕe: e involves σ]{e involves τ(σ)} (cf. Kratzer 1986 for ordinary conditionals and Quer 2002 and Thomson 2012 for CACs), respectively. We will show that both approaches do not account for constructions in which the matrix verb occurs as a preference predicate (cf. 5). From that, it follows that the potential factivity is not a necessary condition for a predicate to generate a CAC. Moreover, it is not a sufficient condition either since there are factive predicates like rozmyślać nad/o czymś ‘cogitate about’ that are factive, but do not admit CACs. In this connection, we will propose a new classification of CAC-licensors showing that CACs are, roughly speaking, licensed by verbs that (i) can be factive, but do not embed questions (ii) embed question extensions, (iii) are veridical and relate to question intensions, and (iv) embed contingent propositions.

In the last part of our talk, we will link the interpretation of embedded CACs to the aspect category. Following Dahl (1995), who postulates a strong correlation between the imperfective aspect and generic sentences, and based on data extracted from the National Corpus of Polish, we will argue that if both perfective and imperfective opponents c-select CACs and if both of them are productively used as clause-embedding predicates, then the imperfective verb triggers a generic interpretation of the embedded CAC. This aspect-driven correlation does not hold, however, if the matrix verb is modalized by a modal verb, the future auxiliary będzie (cf. 6), an imperative form, etc. Finally, we will demonstrate that if both, the matrix verb and the embedded verb are imperfective, CAC never gets an episodic reading and it is always generic (cf. 7).

(1) Duchy uwielbiają [jeśli się je czci] spirits.NOM adore.3PL if REFL they.ACC worship.3SG ‘Spirits adore being worshiped.’

(2) [PP Z tego, [że/*jeśli pojedziesz ze mną]], cieszę się bardzo from that that/if go.2SG with me be.happy.1SG REFL very ‘I’m very happy that you will go with me.’

(3) Co nie podoba się Magdzie? Że/*Jeśli Ania jest chora
what NEG like.3SG REFL M.DAT that/if A.NOM is ill
‘What doesn’t Magda like? That/*If Ania is ill.’

(4) Jeśli Magda jest chora, Ania nienawidzi tego, że ona jest chora
if M.NOM is ill A.NOM hates that GEN that she is ill
‘If Magda is ill, Ania hates it that she is ill.’

(5) Wolę jeśli/jeżeli/jak/gdy/kiedy pada
prefer.1SG if falls
‘I prefer it when it rains.’

(6) Nie będzie żałował [jeśli mu zaplacimy] episodic/*generic
NEG will.3SG regret.l-PTCP.M.SG if him.DAT pay.3PL
‘He will not regret it, if we pay him (for it).’

(7) Żałuję [kiedy nie wybieram morza] episodic/*generic
regret.1SG.IPfv if NEG choose.1SG.IPfv sea.gen
‘I (usually) regret (it), if I don’t choose the sea.’
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One interest of discourse analysis is the way in which power structures are perpetuated in language, including the language of the media; Teun van Dijk notes that people not only associate crime and violence with minority group members, but also “refer to the media to substantiate their prejudices” (1989: 220). Van Dijk (2008) speaks to the role of discourse in both racism and the denial of racism, making discourse analysis a fertile field for Bulgaria, contending with new interpretations of integration and non-discrimination fostered by membership the European Union. My current research focuses on the construction of discourse around ethnicity in the Bulgarian press, specifically regarding the two primary ethnic minorities, the Turks (9.4% of the population) and the Roma (4.7%).

My data thus far speak more to the lexical choices made in discussing the Roma. Rhetorical strategies available to characterize Roma neutrally or negatively include the use of the preferred term ром and its variants rather than the pejorative циганин; my early research shows that lexical forms derived from ром now predominate in the press, a relatively recent phenomenon. The question remains, however, whether this necessarily correlates with a trend toward neutral discourse. My preliminary research does not indicate that journalists using terms derived from the politically correct ром are necessarily more neutral in their portrayals of Romani than those using the disfavored циганин (e.g., the term цигански барон ‘Gypsy baron’ has largely been replaced by the more “correct” ромски барон ‘Romani baron’, but “correctness” does nothing to improve the image of the subject and may function ironically). Another arguably pejorative term is the adjective мургав ‘swarthy’ used to indicate Romani ethnicity; for example, a recent article in Standart refers to мургави младежи ‘swarthy youths’ who steal everything suitable to be sold for recycling—whether or not explicitly stated, the youths’ Romani ethnicity is evident to the Bulgarian reader. These observations raise the question of whether journalistic language employed to report on Roma has indeed become more neutral, or whether other lexical choices substitute for pejorative language to convey negative attitudes.

Stereotypes of the Turkish minority are less prevalent and less uniformly negative than those of Roma; instead, media reports on Turks tend to index metaphors of Bulgarian victimization and slavery conditioned by Bulgaria’s Ottoman past, or images of fundamentalist Islamic terrorists, referencing modern Western concerns. Oftentimes, little in the language of the newspaper articles seems to suggest these images, beyond the mere reference to problems associated with Turks or Moslems. The inferences made by readers are, however, clarified in comments posted with such articles.

My research will employ several major Bulgarian online news sources, including both online version of the most widely circulated print newspapers (Труд, 24 Часа, Стандарт) and as sources available only online (Dariknews.bg). I will use both routine reports of certain types of events (e.g., crime, cultural events, developments with political parties) and systematic analyses of reporting on particular events associated with a minority group to analyze how Bulgarian newspapers mediate discourses of identity.
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Regressive Palatalization and Contrast in Russian
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In Russian phonemically unpalatalized (hard) consonants may palatalize when directly followed by palatalized (soft) consonants. Previous studies (Drage 1967, Avanesov 1972, Krysin 1974) suggest that whether a consonant will regressively palatalize is affected by, at least, the articulatory similarity of the consonants and morphological position. For example, the initial consonant in \[zd\]elat’ ‘do-PERF’ is palatalized but in \[vd\]elat’ ‘fix into’ it is not (Timberlake 2002); /zd/ and /dl/ share place of articulation whereas /vl/ and /dl/ differ. It has also been noted that regressive palatalization is losing ground as a regular process (e.g. Timberlake 2004), though this has not been directly tested. In this paper I present new empirical data on the synchronic status of regressive palatalization. Employing an information theoretic approach, I also discuss increased phonemic contrast as a structural consequence of regressive palatalization becoming less regular.

Binary categorization of sounds into phonemes and allophones is traditional to phonological theory, but this binary view has long been known to be problematic. A classic example is the status of soft velars in Russian. Soft velars only appear before non-front vowels in foreign borrowings and one Slavic root (e.g. \[tkes\] - ‘you weave’). Velars thus exhibit some degree of contrast for palatalization, but not as systematically as other consonants. Recently, Hall (2009), using information theory, argued that contrast should be conceptualized in gradient terms.

Another environment in which there is (traditionally) minimal contrast for consonant palatalization in Russian is before consonants. Labials and velars never exhibit palatalization before hard consonants, i.e. there is no possibility of phonemic contrast in this position for these sounds. And while some examples of soft nasals and dentals occur before hard consonants, 88.5% of all words with soft-hard consonant clusters have a lateral as the first consonant (Parker 2012). Laterals thus have greater potential for phonemic contrast before hard consonants. Clusters ending in a soft consonant are even more complicated because where regressive palatalization occurs the hard/soft contrast is neutralized for the first consonant in the cluster. Importantly, as the process loses ground in the language the degree of contrast increases.

In this paper I present data from recordings of five native Russian speakers. Each speaker produced 206 word types (1030 word tokens). Word types vary by cluster type (combinations of /d/, /l/, /p/, /n/, /l/), palatalization (hard-hard, hard-soft, etc.) and token frequency (based on a 24 million token corpus of Russian). I establish an acoustic correlate of palatalization (change in F2 in the preceding non-high vowel) by comparing potential targets for regressive palatalization to unambiguously hard-hard clusters. I show that regressive palatalization is more likely for dental obstruents than for nasals than for laterals and labials. Some factors previously investigated (phonetic similarity of consonants and morphological boundary) also affect the likelihood of the process. I use frequency-based information theoretic measures to calculate the degree of contrast possible in clusters that end with a soft consonant and suggest that this contrast is increasing (and will continue to increase) as regressive palatalization declines in the language.
Sententional clitic hosts in Slavic languages
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The paper proposal is focused on the problem of clitic hosts and discusses the correlation between types of clitic hosts vs types of clitics (second-position clitics vs verb-adjacent clitics). I argue that Slavic languages pattern with other world’s languages which have the option for attaching clause-level clitics and clitic clusters to an initial sententional constituent (IP or CP). This option is characteristic of temporal and conditional clauses in Slovene, cf. (1) and Bulgarian, cf. (2).

(1) Slov [CP ko = smo =se vrnili] # =se = je = the stemnilo.
‘We came back when it was already dark.’

(2) Bg [CP Dokato=se=čudeše kak da postupi], # =se =vūrna žena=mu.
‘While he was wondering what to do his wife came back.’

Slovene examples like (1) can be explained in a different way without postulating sententional hosts for the main-clause clitics like =se=je=že in (1), since Slovene allows for clitic fronting in main clauses and seemingly does not obey the Tobler-Mussafia law, cf. (3b).

(3) Slov a. #Videl=sem=ga. ‘I have seen him.’ (Default variant)
b. #Sem=ga=videl. ‘I have indeed seen him.’ (Marked variant).

However, this explanation is dubious, since there is no communicative emphasis and no motivation for clitic fronting in structures like (1). Therefore, there is no independent evidence that the preposed CP in (1) is merged after the main-clause clitics have been fronted to the clausal left edge.

An alternative explanation of Bg examples like (2) is that Bg clusterizing clitics like the reflexive se in (2) are verb-adjacent proclitics and syntactic constituents to the left of them do not count, cf. [Franks 2008]. However, main-clause structures like *se=vūrna žena=mu are ill-formed, while structures with a preposed CP like (2) are well-formed. This confirms that Bg obeys the Tobler-Mussafia law and suggests that the preposed sententional constituent may belong to the domain of the main-clause clitics, though this fact is not always recognized in the minimalist syntax.

Sententional hosts (CPs and IPs) are marginally possible in other Slavic languages, notably in Czech and Upper Sorbian. These West Slavic languages also have parameters that license clitics after direct oration and after a pause (the latter option is sometimes explained as a ‘silent’ host). This is exactly the opposite of the situation in Serbo-Croatian where clause-level clitics immediately following a preposed CP are only possible after restrictive relative clauses that are pronounced without a pause, according to [Radanović-Kocić 1996].

I claim that the parameter licensing sententional clitic hosts is independent from parameters licensing clitics after a pause, clitics at the clausal left edge and clitic fronting, and argue that both languages with 2P-clitics and languages with verb-adjacent clitics can have sententional hosts. Recognizing sententional hosts is an economic solution for the description of Slavic languages, since the elimination of such hosts is not possible on a uniform basis. Slavic languages with sententional hosts taking main-clause clitics seem to falsify the claim raised in [Agbayani, Golston 2010] that categories hosting fixed-position enclitics always lie clause-external to them.
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The present work discusses the acquisition of the Russian verbs, which involves, in most cases, the acquisition of the correlation between two stems: the past and the non-past tense (e.g., *plakatj* ‘cry’: *plak-*/*plach-*).

Previous studies (i.e. Ceytlin 2009; Slioussar 2003) distinguished different types of verb overregularizations in Russian child speech, which imply stem modifications (e.g., *risova*-*u* instead of *risuj-*u) or inflection substitutions (e.g., *posplj-*ut instead of *pospj-*at ‘sleep’). In early stages of language acquisition (3-4 year olds), the «j-correlation» model corresponding to the correlation between the past and non-past stems of the most productive Russian verb class (e.g., *chita-tj* ‘read’—*chitaj-*u) is preferred. This model is transparent (e.g., *plaka-*/*plakaj-*), i.e., it does not involve any morphophonemic alternations.

The question then arises as to how children acquire these alternations. According to Ceytlin (2009), the main mechanism responsible for children’s overregularizations in Russian is the analogy based on two types of associations: one between stems and one between inflexions. However, this type of analogy does not give any explanation on how the connections between alternating stems are carried out. Another way to treat words with morphophonemic alternations is suggested by the dual-processing model (Marcus et al. 1992): the alternating stems should be simply memorized.

A recent study on the acquisition of Russian verbs (Slioussar 2003) demonstrates that the dual-processing model proposed for the acquisition of English past tense does not work in Russian due to the more complex verb system including a range of productive, semi-productive and non-productive verb classes. The connectionist model (Rumelhart & McClelland 1986) and network model (Bybee 1995, 2001) were not tested on Russian verb morphology.

The present study of new and nonce verbs is an attempt to show that Bybee’s network model implying connections between discrete units (phonological and semantic features) can account for the acquisition of morphophonemic alternations in the Russian verb system. Taking into account only palatalization (*d/z, s/sh, z/zh*, etc.), I propose that alternating consonants create an independent type of connections relying on morphological context and distinct from stem connections, i.e., connections between stems become less important than connections between stem final consonants and a specific morphological context (which corresponds to Bybee’s “product-oriented schema”).

The data suggest that the acquisition of new verbs (in adult language) that include alternating consonants may follow several possible scenarios, as shown below for the new verb *frenditj* ‘make friends’ in the 1sg. non-past form:

1. *frend’u* – no alternation (morphological context is irrelevant);
2. *frendzu* – correct *d/zh* alternation (*zh* occurs in the 1sg. non-past);
3. *frendzhu* – incorrect: two members of connection are phonologically realized;
4. *frendl’u* – incorrect: connection to a wrong phonological class (here, a labial instead of a dental).

From the above examples, I conclude that there are intermediate stages between overregularizations (when the morphological context is irrelevant) and the correct form with the strong connection of a consonant to a specific morphological context. The process of acquisition of morphophonemic alternations consists then in the reinforcement of associations between alternating consonants and morphological context.
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All case-marking Slavic languages have some version of the animacy category. Old Church Slavonic (OCS) provides its earliest attestation, displaying a situation where animacy does not constitute a (sub)gender, as argued for the modern Slavic languages. Instead, we have a situation where masculine singular o-stems denoting male persons may get genitive-accusative (GA) marking, as may masculine singular pronouns and nominalised adjectives/participles, but considerable variation is attested, and the nominative-accusative (NA) is found fairly frequently as well.

(1) ašteženapoušťimоža posagnetъ
if woman released man.GA marries
za imъ
after other.NA
“If a woman divorces her husband and marries another …” (Mk. 10:12)

(2) idiprizovi mоžŭtvoi
go summon man.NA your.NA
“Go, summon your husband.” (Jh. 4:16)

The extensive literature has argued that the GA-marking correlates with degree of social prominence (high-status adult men preferred), but also with pragmatic properties (definiteness, specificity). It is, however, not entirely clear what these pragmatic properties are. In this paper I argue that the animacy category in OCS is a fairly typical case of differential object marking: “overt case-marking of direct objects to mark some objects, but not others, depending on semantic and pragmatic features of the object” (Aissen 2003). To support this claim, I use parallel OCS and Greek data from the PROIEL corpus,8 which is provided with detailed morphosyntactic annotation, and also information status annotation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>information status</th>
<th>NA</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>old</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accessible</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anchored</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-specific new</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-specific</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>old/accessible</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Case-marking of human masculine singular o-stem direct objects in the Codex Marianus by information status

Data for OCS common masculine o-stem nouns denoting human beings show that there is a good correlation between GA-marking and the occurrence of Greek definite articles, but no strong tendency for indefinite Greek nouns to be rendered as nominative-accusatives. However, the correlation with information status is considerably better.

Old and accessible objects strongly favour the GA, whereas new and anchored objects show variation. Specificity appears to play no role. There is a good deal of lexical variation, which supports the social prominence account, but many of the nouns occurring predominantly or exclusively in the GA are uniques and thus always at least accessible from world knowledge. GA-only nouns also have much higher average saliency than NA nouns. I therefore conclude that OCS had discourse-based GA marking which could easily be reinterpreted as lexicalised.

---

8 http://foni.uio.no:3000
Contrastive Focus in Child Russian and English
Lydia Grebenyova, Baylor University
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Many studies have been devoted to acquisition of the properties of focus operators like ‘only’, as in Crain et al. (1994), Philip & Lynch (1999), Patterson et al. (2003), and Zhou & Crain (2009) among many others. However, acquisition of contrastive focus without the presence of such operators has not been explored to the same extent. The present study attempts to bridge that gap and explore how children acquire the syntactic properties of contrastively focused R-expressions in English and Russian. The syntax of contrastive focus without overt focus operators differs across languages in a way that presents an intriguing learnability question. Contrastively focused R-expressions are fronted in Russian (and Slavic in general) while they remain in situ in English, as shown in (1) - (2). (Capitalization represents contrastive focus intonation.) This cross-linguistic variation raises a question of when and how this language-specific information is acquired by children.

Using Elicited Production Test (Thornton, 1990), contrastively focused expressions were elicited from children and adults in carefully controlled contexts. The participants included 20 monolingual children acquiring Russian with the age range 3;3 – 5;7 (mean 4;4), 20 monolingual children acquiring English with the age range 3;6 – 5;6 (mean 4;5), as well as 20 adult controls for each language. The results show that English-speaking children have acquired the in-situ property of contrastive focus in their language successfully, which was evident from the fact that they never fronted a focused R-expression. However, Russian-acquiring children seem to take longer in acquiring the fronting property of contrastive focus in Russian. These children were found leaving a contrastively-focused R-expression in situ 33% of the time, which significantly contrasted with the behavior of the Russian-speaking adult controls.

To account for these findings, a parametric analysis is developed where the non-fronting parameter value for contrastive focus is the default value. This explains the early success English-acquiring children demonstrate with the syntax of this construction. To account for the Russian data, I explore a possibility of two syntactic focus positions in Russian (above and below TP) and their interaction with verb raising, suggesting that the seemingly post-verbal focus position in child Russian is not actually an in-situ position but rather is obviated by verb-raising.

We also relate our results to the fact that Russian, unlike English, is a multiple wh-fronting language, as demonstrated in (3)–(4). There is an intriguing parallel between the results of this study and previous studies on the acquisition of multiple wh-questions in Russian, where it was found that Russian-acquiring children fail to front one of two wh-phrases in multiple wh-questions 18% of the time (Grebenyova, 2006). We argue that contrastive focus and multiple wh-fronting are likely to be a result of the same process, following the theoretical accounts of Stjepanović (1998), Bošković (1998, 2002), and Stepanov (1998) developed on independent grounds.
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I analyze the problem of disappearance and preservation of dual number in Slavic pronouns. Previous studies (Iordanskij 1960, Derganc 1988, Žolobov 1998, Nevins 2011) do not address the underlying mechanism responsible for the loss of dual pronouns in the majority of Slavic languages including Contemporary Standard Russian (CSR) and Contemporary Kashubian (CK), but excluding Contemporary Standard Slovenian (CSS), Contemporary Upper Sorbian (CUS), and Contemporary Lower Sorbian (CLS) (1). In my analysis, I provide a principled account of (i) why the dual was replaced by the plural in CSR and CK; (ii) why it was 'renewed' as a bi-morphemic dual in CSS, CUS, and CLS. In the framework of Distributed Morphology (Harley & Noyer 1999), I propose a new principle of Morphosyntactic Feature Economy (MFE) which applies to a marked feature combination [-singular, -augmented] of the dual to reduce its markedness. The morphosyntactic markedness of the dual is resolved in two different ways. In CSR and CK, a marked [-augmented] feature is deleted via impoverishment, which results in the syncretism of the dual with the plural. In CSS, CUS, and CLS, a marked [-singular, -augmented] feature combination is split via fission into two separate nodes – [-singular] and [-augmented] realized by two morphemes in a bi-morphemic dual. This difference in strategy resulted in the preservation of the dual in Slovenian and Sorbian, but in its subsequent reanalysis as plural and disappearance in Russian and Kashubian.

(1) The 1st and 2nd Person Nominative Pronouns in CSR, CK, CSS, CUS, and CLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CSR</th>
<th>CK</th>
<th>CSS</th>
<th>CUS</th>
<th>CLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Singular</strong></td>
<td>ja, ty</td>
<td>ja, të</td>
<td>jaz, ti</td>
<td>ja, ty</td>
<td>ja, ty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dual</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>mi-dva, vi-dva</td>
<td>mô-j, wó-j</td>
<td>me-j, we-j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plural</strong></td>
<td>my, vy</td>
<td>mê, wa</td>
<td>mi, vi, oni</td>
<td>my, wy</td>
<td>my, wy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Two types of relative pronouns in Serbian
Ivana M Mitrovic, Stony Brook University
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This paper (i) presents novel empirical facts on the distribution of relative pronouns (RP) in Serbian relative clauses (RC): koji ‘which’ and ko/ˇsto ‘who’/‘what’, and (ii) provides an analysis that captures the observed distributional patterns. I claim that the two sets of RPs occupy different syntactic positions. Koji is in SpecNP and exhibits the behavior of adjectival elements (agrees in \( +\)human features and case with an N it modifies). It introduces RCs with a (pro)noun relative head or an element showing the \( +\)human feature agreement with an unpronounced noun. Ko/ˇsto is an N head (Fiengo 1980) and triggers a default 3rd person m/n sg agreement. The m/n gender reflects the \([+/human]\) feature specification. These pronouns strictly appear with relative heads that are demonstrative or indefinite pronouns (e.g. to, ovo, onaj, neˇsto, niko) or entire clauses. Note that there is also a complementizer ˇsto (Gooduck and Stojanovic 1996, Boˇskovic 2009, Graˇcanin-Yuksek 2010) which is an invariant word, allows the occurrence of resumptive pronouns and appears with (pro)noun relative heads. ˇSto-RP, besides triggering the agreement with a verb, requiring certain types of relative heads and disallowing resumptive pronouns, is also case-marked and as such, exhibit all the properties of a pronoun (unlike the homophonic complementizer). I claim that demonstrative pronouns are base-generated in their own functional projection (DP) while indefinite pronouns are base-generated in QP (ne-, ni-, etc.). QPs take NPs ko/ˇsto as arguments which raise to Q head due to Stranded Affix Filter (Lasnik 1981; Citko 2004). DPs take QPs as complements (and they can be phonologically overt or non-overt). The existence of functional projections in a nominal domain predicts that LBE, Adjunct Extraction and long-distance Scrambling out of them should yield ungrammaticality (Boˇskovic 2005). This prediction is borne out. I adopt the matching analysis of RCs (Sauerland 1998). The internal and external relative head are related by ellipsis, the latter must be an antecedent of the former and an internal relative head is complex. The external relative head appearing with demonstrative and indefinite pronouns (ko/ˇsto) have a matching internal relative head: the N ko/ˇsto. The deletion of the internal relative head does not take place and in fact must not take place for the following reasons: (i) the internal RP is not similar enough to the external head (the external N raises to Q) and, (ii) it has a [wh]-feature that the RC CP requires. On the other hand, the (pro)noun external relative head has a matching internal relative head which has koji-RP in its Spec. The internal relative head hence can delete since (i) the external and internal relative heads are similar enough, (ii) the internal N undergoes \( +\)human feature agreement with koji-RP which inherits the features and case and, (iii) the internal relative head does not bear [wh]-feature (koji-RP does). It is in fact possible, though uncommon, that the internal relative head does not delete, as in roman koji roman ‘citam... the novel which novel I am reading...’ (Browne 1986). The paper makes several theoretical proposals based on novel empirical data: (i) koji-RP and ko/ˇsto-RP are in different syntactic locations, (ii) external relative heads match the internal ones (iii) there are two functional projections (DP and QP) in nominal domain in Serbian, which host elements that do not allow LBE, Adjunct Extraction or Scrambling.
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Whether the Sorbs still speak the Sorbian language fifty years from now pales in importance compared to their current battles to maintain the ways that they mix registers. A Sorbian stagehand explained to me, “The Sorbs have been crying wolf for a thousand years, but the language is still not dead.” After “surviving” nationalism in the mid-nineteenth century, Nazism, and socialism, Sorbs overcame struggles to assert their linguistic identity in the face of German/Sorbian structural inequalities. Now living in EU multiculturalism, bilingual Sorbs experience what Mikhail Bakhtin described as the “contradictions in a multi-languaged world.” Through an anthropological approach focused on linguistic questions, I consider how Sorbs (currently numbering 10,000 Upper Sorbian speakers), erect, erase, and blur boundaries between linguistic codes/varieties. Without losing sight of the problematic of language death, my paper explores how Sorbs vitalize the Sorbian language using an array of linguistic practices via register variation.

By upholding two complementary registers, bilingual Sorbs are not experiencing monostylism, but rather maintaining linguistic virtuosity and variation through, what I identify as, multistylism or register mixing. In translating Munro Leaf’s classic children’s tale, The Story of Ferdinand, Sorbs simultaneously used markers of a village and a Budyšin/urban register. On one hand, Sorbs preserve a village register envisioning a spoken idealized form, affiliated with Sorbian-speaking villages, learned as a child, and strengthened by elementary/secondary Sorbian education. On the other hand, the Budyšin register entails an imagining of modernized written Sorbian language use, developed through Sorbian higher education, and associated with institutional sites located in Budyšin (Bautzen, Germany). Furthermore, users of the Budyšin (urban) register may critique the village register as impure or backward, but villagers may assess speakers of the Budyšin register as not sounding Sorbian enough. Aware of the possibility of sounding too German or not like the Sorbian practices used in the villages, bilingual Sorbs constructed their translations of Ferdinand according to these ever-present ideologies. Through analysis of their translations of Ferdinand, I detail how bilingual Sorbs negotiate notions of a village vernacular and expert Sorb, Sorbian/German grammatical structures, orthographic possibilities, Sorbianized declinations, and German borrowings. Thus, I argue that Sorbs use two registers that complement one another using intralingual/Sorbian distinctions and challenge an analytical perspective focused on code-switching between German and Sorbian resources.

From a broader perspective, a consideration of multistylism offers another perspective on language contact, bilingualism, and language endangerment. As a corollary, multistylism, as an interdiscursive strategy, is characterized by mono-/bilingual sensibilities, dual enactments of authority and expertise, and tensions among standards. By drawing on discussions of blurred codes, syncretic practices, and enregisterment, my paper exposes the linguistic and cultural details of register mixing via multistylism. Moreover, I argue that since the collapse of socialism, linguistic tensions in Eastern and Central European national communities including the Sorbs warrant more attention.